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Supplemental Information 

Supplemental Information 1. Simulations of Nonlinearity and DDI of A Virtual Drug. 

A protein-mediated process that causes dose-dependent nonlinearity and DDI, such as metabolism of a drug 

by an enzyme or membrane transport by a transporter, can be described by ODEs in hybrid automata as well as in 

PBPK models. Therefore, the way to deal with nonlinearity and DDI in hybrid automata is not very different from 

that in traditional pharmacokinetic models. By using a simplified model of which the distribution rate constants in 

example 1 were set to zero, we simulated a virtual situation of nonlinear pharmacokinetics and DDI. We considered 

the situation where the renal clearance of the drug was limited by the intrinsic clearance. By assuming the secretion 

clearance is limited by the influx from blood to renal epithelial cells and is composed of influx by passive diffusion 

and a transporter and ignoring reabsorption, 𝐶𝐿!"#,%&' is redefined as follows: 

𝐶𝐿!"#,%&' = 𝑃𝑆() +
𝐽*+,,#(

𝐾*,#( + 𝑓-,.𝐶/.
[*12-] (S1) 

, where 𝑃𝑆()  is permeation clearance by passive diffusion, and 𝐽*+,,#(  and 𝐾*,#(  are the maximum rate of 

transport and the Michaelis–Menten constant of the influx transporter. 
For the simulation of nonlinearity, the parameters were set to 𝑉'&"# = 30 L, 𝑓-,. = 1, 𝑃𝑆() = 10 mL/min, 

𝐽*+,,#( = 1000 nmol/min, and 𝐾*,#( = 10 µmol/L, respectively, where the renal clearance is limited by intrinsic 

clearance (110 mL/min for 𝑓-,.𝑃𝑆() + 𝑓-,. 𝐽*+,,#( 𝐾*,#(⁄  and 1250 mL/min for 𝑉/. 𝜏/.⁄ ). The dosing amounts 

were set to 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30 mmol. As the result of the simulation, the drug elimination was delayed when the 

blood concentration exceeded 11.1 µmol/L (= 𝐾*,#(𝑉/. 𝑓-,.-𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45//⁄ ) (Figure S2). The dose-normalized 

AUC of the virtual drug increased in a dose-dependent manner (Figure S2). 

When a competitive inhibitor for the transporter is co-administered as a perpetrator drug, the intrinsic secretion 
clearance of a victim drug, 𝐶𝐿!"#,678	(2;), can be expressed by Eq. (S2): 

𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'(2;) = 𝑃𝑆() +
𝐽*+,,#(

01 +
𝑓-,.,;𝐶/.,;

[*12-]

𝐾!
2𝐾*,#( + 𝑓-,.𝐶/.

[*12-]

 
(S2) 

, where 𝑓-,.,;, 𝐶/.,;
[*12-], and 𝐾! represent the unbound fraction, the concentration in renal blood, and the inhibition 

constant of the inhibitor (perpetrator), respectively. In this model, renal clearance (𝐶𝐿=) and area under the curve of 

blood concentration (𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@) can be expressed as follows (Supplemental Information 2): 

𝐶𝐿= =
𝑉/.
𝜏/.

51 −
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#7 (S3) 

𝐴𝑈𝐶>−∞ =
𝑋D
𝐶𝐿=

 (S4) 

, where 𝑋D is the dosing amount. Under the intrinsic clearance-limiting condition, the ratio of area under the curve 

with/without inhibitor (AUCR) in this model can be expressed as follows: 

𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑅 =
𝐴𝑈𝐶(2;)
𝐴𝑈𝐶(?;)

=
𝐶𝐿=(2;)
𝐶𝐿=(?;)

≈

𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/
𝑉/.

𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'(?;)
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'(2;)

=
𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'(?;)
𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'(2;)

 (S5) 

Next, the fraction mediated by the transporter to the intrinsic clearance, 𝑓*,#(/!"#, is defined and approximated 

when 𝐾*,#( ≫ 𝑓-,.𝐶/.
[*12-] as follows: 
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𝑓*,#(/!"# =

𝐽*+,,#(
𝐾*,#( + 𝑓-,.𝐶/.

[*12-]

𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'
≈

𝐽*+,,#(
𝐾*,#(

𝑃𝑆() +
𝐽*+,,#(
𝐾*,#(

 (S6) 

In the case of 𝐾*,#( ≫ 𝑓-,.𝐶/.
[*12-], the AUCR is expressed as follows using 𝑓*,#(/!"#: 

𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑅 =
𝑃𝑆() +

𝐽*+,,#(
𝐾*,#(

𝑃𝑆() +
𝐽*+,,#(

𝐾*,#( 01 +
𝑓-,.,;𝐶/.,;

[*12-]

𝐾!
2

=
1

-1 − 𝑓*,#(/!"#/ + 𝑓*,#(/!"# ∙
1

1 +
𝑓-,.,;𝐶/.,;

[*12-]

𝐾!

 
(S7) 

For the simulation of DDI, the parameters were set to 𝑉'&"# = 30 L, 𝑓-,. = 1, 𝑓-,.,; = 1, 𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'(?;) = 100 

mL/min (𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#,%&' ≪ 𝑉/. 𝜏/.⁄ ), 𝐶𝐿!"#,%&',; = 100 mL/min, 𝐾*,#( = 1000 µmol/L (𝐾*,#( ≫ 𝑓-,.𝐶/.
[*12-]), and 

𝐾! = 0.1 µmol/L. The values of 𝑃𝑆() and 𝐽*+,,#( were set at 10 mL/min and 90,000 nmol/min (90 mL/min of 

𝐽*+,,#( 𝐾*,#(⁄ ) in the case of 𝑓*,#(/!"# = 0.9, or at 90 mL/min and 10,000 nmol/min in the case of 𝑓*,#(/!"# = 0.1. 

The dosing amounts of the victim and perpetrator drugs were set to 0.3, and 3 mmol, respectively. In the case of 
𝑓*,#( !"#⁄ = 0.9, the elimination of the victim drug with the perpetrator drug was delayed compared with that of a 

single administration (Figure S3). The slope of the victim concentration with the perpetrator approached that of the 

single administration when the blood concentration of the perpetrator was less than 0.111 µmol/L ( =
𝐾!𝑉/. 𝑓-,.,;-𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45//⁄ ). In the case of 𝑓*,#( !"#⁄ = 0.1, the degree of DDI was smaller than that simulated in 

𝑓*,#( !"#⁄ = 0.9. 

 

Supplemental Information 2. Area Under the Curve of Compartment Model for DDI. 

When distribution rate constants in example 1 are set to zero for simplicity, the equations of the hybrid 

automaton are as follows: 

𝑑𝐶'&"#
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = 0 (S8) 

𝑑𝐶/.
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 =
1
𝑉/.

C−𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#,%&'𝐶/.
[*12-]D (S9) 

, and the renal blood flows discretely every interval of τrb: 

𝐶'&"#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝐶'&"#

[*121] −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

𝐶'&"#
[*121] +

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

𝐶/.
[*121] (S10) 

𝐶/.
[(*2G)12>] = 𝐶/.

[*121] − 𝐶/.
[*121] +

𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/
𝑉/.

𝐶'&"#
[*121] (S11) 

, where Ccent, Crb, Vcent, and Vrb are the concentrations and volumes of the central and renal blood compartments, fu,b 

is the fraction unbound in the blood, CLint,sec is the intrinsic secretion clearance, and Vgfr is the volume filtered in 

glomeruli every τrb. When Eq. (S9) is solved by u, the Crb can be expressed as follows: 

𝐶/.
[*12-] = 𝐶/.

[*12>]𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
- (S12) 

If m is substituted by m + 1 in Eq. (S12), the concentration in the renal blood can be expressed as follows: 
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𝐶/.
[(*2G)12-] = 𝐶/.

[(*2G)12>]𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
- =

𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/
𝑉/.

𝐶'&"#
[*121]𝑒

?5!,#AB$%&,'()
C*#

- (S13) 

Because the drug concentration in the renal blood when u = τrb is the same as the concentration in the outflowing 

blood (Cout), 

𝐶/.
[(*2G)121] = 𝐶H-# =

𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/
𝑉/.

𝐶'&"#
[*121]𝑒

?5!,#AB$%&,'()
C*#

1*# (S14) 

Because the concentration in the inflowing blood (Cin) is equal to 𝐶'&"#
[*121], the renal availability (FR) and clearance 

(CLR) in this model can be expressed by the following equations: 

𝐹= =
𝐶H-#
𝐶!"

=
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*# (S15) 

𝐶𝐿= =
𝑉/.
𝜏/.

(1 − 𝐹=) =
𝑉/.
𝜏/.

51 −
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#7 (S16) 

The area under the curve (𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@) of the drug concentration in the blood is calculated by integrating Ccent 

from time zero to infinity. Because the concentration of the central compartment does not change between the 

discrete points, the 𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ becomes a sum of the area of rectangles with height 𝐶'&"#
[*12>] (= 𝐶'&"#

[*121]) and width 
𝜏/. (𝜏/. is constant). 

𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ = H 𝐶'&"#
[#] 𝑑𝑡

@

>
= J H 𝐶'&"#

[*12-]𝑑𝑢
1*#

>

@

*I>

= J 𝐶'&"#
[*12>]𝜏/.

@

*I>

= 𝜏/. J 𝐶'&"#
[*121]

@

*I>

 (S17) 

This sum of infinite series can be calculated as follows. First, we calculate a general term of 𝐶'&"#
[*121]. By substituting 

m by m + 1 and using Eq. (S14), Eq. (S10) can be modified as follows: 

𝐶'&"#
[(*2J)12>] = K1 − −

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L 𝐶'&"#
[(*2G)121] +

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

𝐶/.
[(*2G)121]

= K1 − −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L 𝐶'&"#
[(*2G)121] +

𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/
𝑉'&"#

𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#𝐶'&"#

[*121]

= 𝐶'&"#
[(*2J)121] 

(S18) 

This Eq. (S18) can be modified to Eq. (S19) and (S20): 

𝐶'&"#
[(*2J)121] − 𝛼𝐶'&"#

[(*2G)121] = 𝛽 C𝐶'&"#
[(*2G)121] − 𝛼𝐶'&"#

[*121]D = ⋯ = 𝛽*2G C𝐶'&"#
[G121] − 𝛼𝐶'&"#

[>121]D (S19) 

𝐶'&"#
[(*2J)121] − 𝛽𝐶'&"#

[(*2G)121] = 𝛼 C𝐶'&"#
[(*2G)121] − 𝛽𝐶'&"#

[*121]D = ⋯ = 𝛼*2G C𝐶'&"#
[G121] − 𝛽𝐶'&"#

[>121]D (S20) 

, where α and β are as follows: 

𝛼, 𝛽 =
1
2 × SK1 −

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L ± UK1 −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L
J

+
4-𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45//

𝑉'&"#
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#W (S21) 

Eq. (S20) / α - Eq. (S19) / β is modified to Eq. (S22): 

𝐶'&"#
[*121] =

𝛼* C𝐶'&"#
[G121] − 𝛽𝐶'&"#

[>121]D − 𝛽* C𝐶'&"#
[G121] − 𝛼𝐶'&"#

[>121]D
𝛼 − 𝛽  (S22) 

When a dosing amount (XD) is instantaneously injected to the central compartment, the concentration of each 

compartment at m = 0, which is the first term of the recursive equations, is as follows: 
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𝐶'&"#
[>12>] = 𝐶'&"#

[>121] =
𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

 (S23) 

𝐶/.
[>12>] = 𝐶/.

[>121] = 0 (S24) 

The second term of the central compartment is as follows: 

𝐶'&"#
[G12>] = 𝐶'&"#

[>121] −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

𝐶'&"#
[>121] +

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

𝐶/.
[>121] =

𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

K1 −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L (S25) 

Eq. (S22) can be modified as follows: 

𝐶'&"#
[*121] =

𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

∙
𝛼* C1 − 𝑉/.

𝑉'&"#
− 𝛽D − 𝛽* C1 − 𝑉/.

𝑉'&"#
− 𝛼D

𝛼 − 𝛽 =
𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

∙
𝛼*2G − 𝛽*2G

𝛼 − 𝛽  (S26) 

The 𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ can be modified as follows: 

𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ = 𝜏/. J 𝐶'&"#
[*121]

@

*I>

=
𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

∙
𝜏/.
𝛼 − 𝛽 J

(𝛼*2G − 𝛽*2G)
@

*I>

 (S27) 

Here, we define 𝑠* as a sum of the finite series from 0 to m: 

𝑠* = (𝛼 + 𝛼J +⋯+ 𝛼*2G) − (𝛽 + 𝛽J +⋯+ 𝛽*2G) (S28) 

Then, 𝛼𝑠*, 𝛽𝑠*, and 𝛼𝛽𝑠* are as follows, respectively: 

𝛼𝑠* = (𝛼J + 𝛼K +⋯+ 𝛼*2G + 𝛼*2J) − 𝛼(𝛽 + 𝛽J +⋯+ 𝛽*2G) (S29) 

𝛽𝑠* = 𝛽(𝛼 + 𝛼J +⋯+ 𝛼*2G) − (𝛽J + 𝛽K +⋯+ 𝛽*2G + 𝛽*2J) (S30) 

𝛼𝛽𝑠* = 𝛽(𝛼J + 𝛼K +⋯+ 𝛼*2G + 𝛼*2J) − 𝛼(𝛽J + 𝛽K +⋯+ 𝛽*2G + 𝛽*2J) (S31) 

Eq. (S28) – (S29) – (S30) + (S31) is as follows: 

(1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽 + 𝛼𝛽)𝑠* = (1 − 𝛽)(𝛼 − 𝛼*2J) − (1 − 𝛼)(𝛽 − 𝛽*2J) (S32) 

𝑠* =
(1 − 𝛽)(𝛼 − 𝛼*2J) − (1 − 𝛼)(𝛽 − 𝛽*2J)

1 − (𝛼 + 𝛽) + 𝛼𝛽  (S33) 

Because −1 < 𝛼 < 1, and −1 < 𝛽 < 1, the a and b to mth power approach zero (𝛼* → 0 and 𝛽* → 0) as m 

approaches infinity (𝑚 → ∞). 

J(𝛼*2G − 𝛽*2G)
@

*I>

= lim
*→@

𝑠* =
𝛼 − 𝛽

1 − (𝛼 + 𝛽) + 𝛼𝛽 (S34) 

The 𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ can be modified as follows: 

𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ =
𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

∙
𝜏/.
𝛼 − 𝛽 J

(𝛼*2G − 𝛽*2G)
@

*I>

=
𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

∙
𝜏/.

1 − (𝛼 + 𝛽) + 𝛼𝛽 (S35) 

From the definitions of a and b, the denominator of Eq. (S35) is as follows: 

1 − (𝛼 + 𝛽) = 1 − K1 −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L =
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

 (S36) 

𝛼𝛽 =
(𝛼 + 𝛽)J − (𝛼 − 𝛽)J

4

=
1
4 × ]K1 −

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L
J

− K1 −
𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

L
J

−
4-𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45//

𝑉'&"#
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#^

= −
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉'&"#
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*# =

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

5−
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#7 

(S37) 

The 𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ can be modified as follows: 
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𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ =
𝑋D
𝑉'&"#

∙
𝜏/.

𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

+ 𝑉/.
𝑉'&"#

5−
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#7

=
𝑋D

𝑉/.
𝜏/.

51 −
𝑉/. − 𝑓-,.𝑉45/

𝑉/.
𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&,'()

C*#
1*#7

 

(S38) 

According to the expression of CLR, the 𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ becomes XD divided by CLR in this model. 

𝐴𝑈𝐶>?@ =
𝑋D
𝐶𝐿=

 (S39) 

 

Supplemental Information 3. Availability of One-Dimensional Tube Flow Models. 

The change in the drug concentration of the ith compartment of the tube in example 4 can be expressed as 

follows: 

𝑑𝐶!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 =
1
𝑉!
K−

𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#
𝑁 𝐶!

[*12-]L (S40) 

, where Ci and Vi are the concentration and volume of the ith compartment, fu,b is the fraction unbound in blood, CLint 

is the intrinsic secretion clearance, and N is the number of compartments (𝑖 = 1,2,⋯ ,𝑁). When considering 

diffusion in the direction of blood flow, the drug concentration in the ith compartment after discrete transition can 

be expressed as follows: 

𝐶!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑓)𝐶!

[*121] + (1 − 2𝑓))𝐶!
[*121] + 𝑓)𝐶!?J

[*121] (S41) 

By solving Eq. (S40) for variable u when m = m + 1: 

𝐶!
[(*2G)12-] = 𝐶!

[(*2G)12>]𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&

MC+
-

 (S42) 

When 𝑢 = 𝜏5, Eq. (S42) can be modified as follows: 

𝐶!
[(*2G)121] = 𝑓)𝑒

?=,
M 𝐶!

[*121] + (1 − 2𝑓))𝑒
?=,
M 𝐶!

[*121] + 𝑓)𝑒
?=,
M 𝐶!

[*121] (S43) 

, where RN is as follows: 

𝑅M =
𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#

𝑉5
𝜏5 (S44) 

Because the relationship of 𝐶!
[*121] = 𝐶!

[(*2G)121] holds under the steady state, Eq. (S43) can be modified as 
follows: 

𝐶!
[*121] −

1 − 2𝑓)

𝑒
=,
M − 𝑓)

𝐶!?G
[*121] −

𝑓)

𝑒
=,
M − 𝑓)

𝐶!?J
[*121] = 0 (S45) 

Eq. (S45) for the Nth compartment can be modified as follows: 

𝐶M
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶M?G

[*121] = 𝛽 C𝐶M?G
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶M?J

[*121]D = ⋯ = 𝛽M C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶?G

[*121]D (S46) 

𝐶M
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶M?G

[*121] = 𝛼 C𝐶M?G
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶M?J

[*121]D = ⋯ = 𝛼M C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶?G

[*121]D (S47) 

, where 𝛼 and 𝛽 are as follows: 
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𝛼, 𝛽 =
1
2a𝛾 ±U𝛾

J +
4𝑓)𝛾
1 − 2𝑓)

c (S48) 

𝛾 =
1 − 2𝑓)

𝑒
=,
M − 𝑓)

 (S49) 

, and 𝛼 × Eq. (S47) −𝛽 × Eq. (S46) is as follows: 

𝐶M
[*121] =

1
𝛼 − 𝛽 d𝛼

M2G C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶?G

[*121]D − 𝛽M2G C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶?G

[*121]De (S50) 

Here, we assume that there is no clearance outside the tube, and 𝐶?G
[*121]  equals 𝐶>

[*121] . Thus, Eq. (S50) is 
modified as follows: 

𝐶M
[*121] =

𝛼M2G(1 − 𝛽) − 𝛽M2G(1 − 𝛼)
𝛼 − 𝛽 𝐶>

[*121] (S51) 

Therefore, the organ availability FTube and organ clearance CLTube of the tube can be as follows: 

𝐹N-.& =
𝐶M
[*121]

𝐶>
[*121] =

𝛼M2G(1 − 𝛽) − 𝛽M2G(1 − 𝛼)
(𝛼 − 𝛽)  (S52) 

𝐶𝐿N-.& =
𝑉5
𝜏5
]1 −

𝛼M2G(1 − 𝛽) − 𝛽M2G(1 − 𝛼)
(𝛼 − 𝛽) ^ (S53) 

In the case that the tube flow model does not incorporate diffusion (fd = 0), 𝛼 = 𝑒
-.,
,  and 𝛽 = 0 in Eq. (S48), 

resulting in the following organ availability and clearance: 

𝐹N-.&,"H?)!5 =
𝑒
−=,
M ×(M2G)

𝑒
−=,
M

= 𝑒−=, = 𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&

C+
1+ (S54) 

𝐶𝐿N-.&,"H?)!5 =
𝑉5
𝜏5
51 − 𝑒

?5!,#AB$%&
C+

1+7 (S55) 

 

Supplemental Information 4. Hybrid Automata of Hepatic Flow with Interstitial Space. 

Because hepatic blood capillaries have an intricate structure, there are multiple causes of axial dispersion, such 

as the difference in fluid velocity in the radial direction, differences of stream length, mixing at branch and interflow 

points, and molecular diffusion. The dispersion model, which is based on a convection–diffusion equation, 

introduced an effective diffusion constant for axial dispersion as a representative of various diffusion mechanisms 

and defined a dimensionless value of this effective diffusion constant, dispersion number DN (Roberts and Rowland, 

1986). Here, the hybrid automata of hepatic blood flow approximate as a tube flow with axial dispersion and 

interstitial spaces (Figure S4A). The model expresses the axial dispersion by allocating three compartments as 

destinations for the discrete liquid flow every interval τhb. We assume that the axial dispersion is symmetric forward 

and backward, and that the fraction diffused in one direction through the liver is expressed by fd,hb. Furthermore, we 

also assume that mixing between blood and interstitial spaces in the liver occurs instantaneously and that the liquid 

of the interstitial space does not flow (Figure S4B). We introduce fraction flowed of drug every flow interval ff,hb to 

distinguish the flowing volume from interstitial fluid volume in each compartment, and the volume of each 

compartment is calculated by the flowing volume Vf,hb divided by ff,hb. Thus, the ODE and recursive equation of the 

hybrid automata of hepatic flow are as follows: 
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𝑑𝐶P.,!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 =
−𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#,P

𝑉P&𝑁
𝐶P.,!
[*12-] =

−𝑓5,P.𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#,P
𝑉5,P.𝑁

𝐶P.,!
[*12-] (S56) 

𝐶P.,!
[(*2G)12>] = -1 − 𝑓5,P. + 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P./𝐶P.,!

[*121] + 𝑓5,P.-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝐶P.,!?G
[*121] + 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P.𝐶P.,!?J

[*121] (S57) 

, where Vhe represents the volume of extracellular space in each compartment and N is the number of compartments. 

According to the review by Davies and Morris in 1993, the total liver volume of a 70-kg human is 1690 mL, 

and the hepatic blood flow rate is 1450 mL/min, of which 1150 mL/min is carried by the portal vein and 300 mL/min 

by the hepatic artery (Davies and Morris, 1993). Hence, based on the proportions of vascular/interstitial space 

(Kawai et al., 1998), the hepatic blood and interstitial fluid occupy 194.4 mL and 275.5 mL, respectively. In this 

case, the passage time of blood through the tube-approximated liver becomes 194.4/1450 = 0.134 min ≈ 8 sec. If 

the hepatic blood space is divided into five compartments, the passage time for each compartment becomes 0.0268 

min. In the actual calculation, 0.025 min was used as a round value for τhb, resulting in a blood volume of 181.25 

mL (= 0.025×1450×5) (Vf,hb) representing 0.4 (= 181.25 / (181.25 + 275.5)) of the fraction flowed in hepatic blood 

(ff,hb). 

The fraction diffused in the hepatic blood flow (fd,hb) is estimated as follows. We consider the relationship 

between the organ clearance and intrinsic clearance in the hybrid automata of hepatic flow. Solving Eq. (S56) by 

variable u when m = m + 1: 

𝐶P.,!
[(*2G)12-] = 𝐶P.,!

[(*2G)12>]𝑒
?5+,/#5!,#AB$%&

C+,/#M
-

= d-1 − 𝑓5,P. + 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P./𝐶P.,!
[*121] + 𝑓5,P.-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝐶P.,!?G

[*121] + 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P.𝐶P.,!?J
[*121]e

× 𝑒
?5+,/#5!,#AB$%&

C+,/#M
-

 

(S58) 

Because the relationship of 𝐶P.,!
[*121] = 𝐶P.,!

[(*2G)121] holds under the steady state, Eq. (S58) can be modified as 

follows: 

]𝑒
5+,/#=,

M − -1 − 𝑓5,P. + 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P./^𝐶P.,!
[*121] − 𝑓5,P.-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝐶P.,!?G

[*121] − 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P.𝐶P.,!?J
[*121]

= 0 

(S59) 

𝑅M =
𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"#
𝑉5,P.

𝜏P. (S60) 

Eq. (S59) for the Nth compartment can be modified to Eq. (S61) and (S62). 

𝐶M
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶M?G

[*121] = 𝛽 C𝐶M?G
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶M?J

[*121]D = ⋯ = 𝛽M C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶?G

[*121]D (S61) 

𝐶M
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶M?G

[*121] = 𝛼 C𝐶M?G
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶M?J

[*121]D = ⋯ = 𝛼M C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶?G

[*121]D (S62) 

, where α and β are as follows: 

𝛼, 𝛽 =
1
2S𝛾 ±U𝛾

J +
4𝑓),P.𝛾

𝑓5,P.-1 − 2𝑓),P./
W (S63) 
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𝛾 =
𝑓5,P.-1 − 2𝑓),P./

𝑒
5+,/#=,

M − -1 − 𝑓5,P. + 𝑓5,P.𝑓),P./
 (S64) 

, and α × Eq. (S62) - β × Eq. (S61) is 

𝐶M
[*121] =

1
𝛼 − 𝛽 d𝛼

M2G C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛽𝐶?G

[*121]D − 𝛽M2G C𝐶>
[*121] − 𝛼𝐶?G

[*121]De (S65) 

Here, we assume that there is no clearance in the hepatic inlet, and 𝐶?G
[*121] equals 𝐶>

[*121]. Thus, Eq. (S65) is 
modified as follows: 

𝐶M
[*121] =

𝛼M2G(1 − 𝛽) − 𝛽M2G(1 − 𝛼)
𝛼 − 𝛽 𝐶>

[*121] (S66) 

Then, hepatic availability FH and hepatic clearance CLH are obtained as described in Eq. (S67) and (S68). 

𝐹Q =
𝐶M
[*121]

𝐶>
[*121] =

𝛼M2G(1 − 𝛽) − 𝛽M2G(1 − 𝛼)
𝛼 − 𝛽  (S67) 

𝐶𝐿Q =
𝑉5,P.
𝜏P.

]1 −
𝛼M2G(1 − 𝛽) − 𝛽M2G(1 − 𝛼)

𝛼 − 𝛽 ^ (S68) 

The value of fd,hb was determined so that the sum of squared residuals (SSR) between the FH of the dispersion model 

(DN = 0.17) and that of Eq. (S68) can be minimized in the range of RN from 0.001 to 100 (Figure S5A). As the result, 

fd,hb was determined to be 0.15, which showed the similar clearance to the dispersion model (Figure S5B). These 

parameters are listed in Table S1. 

 

Supplemental Information 5. Hybrid Automata of Renal Flow with Multiple Beats. 

The hybrid automata of renal flow assume that two tubes comprising the blood vessels and the renal tubules 

running side by side, and include glomerulus, blood flow, urine flow (from proximal tubule to collecting duct), and 

the urinary bladder (Figure S6). When the blood volume and flow rate in the kidney are 29.4 mL and 1240 mL/min, 

respectively (Davies and Morris, 1993), the passage time of blood becomes 0.0237 min. When the blood is separated 

into six compartments, which for simplicity are assumed to have equal volumes, i.e., comprising glomerulus, 

proximal tubule, descending limbs of Henle’s loop, ascending limbs of Henle’s loop, distal tubule, and collecting 

duct, the passage time for each compartment can be 0.00395 min. The actual calculation used a rounded value of 

0.004 min for the time interval of renal blood flow τrb, 1250 mL/min for the renal blood flow rate Qrb, and 30 mL 

for the blood volume in kidney Vrb (Table S2). Using 125 mL/min as the glomerular filtration rate Qgfr, 0.5 mL of 

crude urine (Vgfr) is generated from 5 mL of blood flowing into the kidney (Vrb,in) every 0.004 min. The initial 

urinary flow rate in tubules is 125 mL/min, which decreases with water reabsorption. To simplify the model, as the 

percentages of water remaining at position x (prem,w,x), the values listed in Table S2 were used. The urinary flow rate 

at x at u = 0 (𝑄/-,,
[>] ) is calculated by the product of Qgfr and prem,w,x or the total power of the water availability Fw,x 

from the proximal tubules to the position x. 

𝑄/-,,
[>] = 𝑄45/𝑝/&*,R,, = 𝑄45/ h𝐹R,%

,

%I(,

 (S69) 

It has been reported that the difference in the cross-sectional diameters of the proximal tubules and the collecting 

duct in human is less than 2-fold (Chabardès et al., 1980). Here, we assume that the cross-sectional area (A) is 

constant through the tubules. Because the urinary flow rate can be assumed to be proportional to the fluid velocity 
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of urine vru, the movement from a compartment to the next (∆𝑥) per time difference (∆𝑡) is expressed by the flowing 

urine volume Vuf as Eq. (S70): 

𝑄/- = 𝑣/-𝐴 =
∆𝑥
∆𝑡 𝐴 =

𝑉-5
∆𝑡  (S70) 

To calculate the passage time and the division number n for each segment, we assume the following: 

1) The organ density is assumed to be 1 g/mL. The ratio of wet weight and dry weight of human kidney is assumed 

to be the same as that of rat kidney, which was reported to be (734.6 − 165.5) / 734.6 = 0.774 (Davison and 

Lindheimer, 1980). As the kidney volume of 280 mL is presumed for 70-kg human (Davies and Morris, 1993), the 

liquid volume in the kidney is 216.9 mL. 

2) The volumes of blood and interstitial fluid in kidney are assumed to be 29.4 mL and 56.0 mL, respectively (Kawai 

et al., 1998). Therefore, the volume of urine and cells is calculated as 131.5 mL (= 216.9 − 29.4 − 56.0). The renal 

urine and cell volumes are assumed to be half of this value, i.e., 65.76 mL each. 

3) The length of the ascending limbs of Henle’s loop and the distal tubules have been reported to be 7.9 and 4.9 mm, 

respectively (Chabardès et al., 1980). For simplicity, the lengths of the proximal tubule, the descending limb of 

Henle’s loop and the collecting duct were assumed to be 4.9, 7.9, and 7.9 mm, respectively. 

4) The urine volume of 65.76 mL is distributed according to the length of the tubules, and the values rounded as 

listed in Table S2. The total urine volume in tubules was determined to 65.5 mL. 

This model expresses the decrease in urinary flow rate resulting from water reabsorption by increasing the 

number of divisions of urinary fluid and fixing the interval of urinary flow τru. Water reabsorption is expressed as a 

first-order reaction with rate constant kw,r,x in ODEs. The number of compartments n and kw,r,x in each region are 

calculated as follows: 

1) We assume that the proximal tubule is one compartment with a volume of 9.5 mL at u = 0. The passage time of 

urine through the proximal tubule is hence 0.076 min (= 9.5/125). This value is used for the interval of urinary flow 

in all tubules. 

2) The rate constant of water reabsorption in the proximal tubule kw,r,px was determined as 13.8 min-1 based on the 

following equation: 

𝑘R,/,(, = −
𝑙𝑛-𝐹R,(,/
𝜏/-

 (S71) 

3) For other regions x, kw,r,x and transit time tx were calculated from Eq. (S73) and (S74) derived from Eq. (S72) 

(Table S2): 

𝑉/-,, = H 𝑄/-,,
[#]

#0

>
𝑑𝑡 = H 𝑄/-,,

[>] 𝑒?S1,*,0#
#0

>
𝑑𝑡 (S72) 

𝑘R,/,, =
𝑄/-,,
[>] × (1 − 𝑒?S1,*,0#0)

𝑉/-,,
=
𝑄/-,,
[>] × -1 − 𝐹R,,/

𝑉/-,,
 (S73) 

𝑡, = −
1

𝑘R,/,,
𝑙𝑛 01 −

𝑉/-,,𝑘R,/,,
𝑄/-,,
[>] 2 (S74) 

4) To calculate the number of urine compartments in each region, the ratio of each tx to τru was calculated and 

rounded as n (Table S2). It takes n × τru for urine to pass through each region. The connecting compartment Vuf0 is 

incorporated to avoid the inconvenience of combining different intervals (Figure S6). 

  The water reabsorbed from urine is assumed to move directly to the blood without going through the interstitial 
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fluid. 

𝑑𝑉-5,!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = −𝐼R,/,, = −𝑘R,/,,𝑉-5,!
[*12-] (S75) 

𝑑𝑉/.,,
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 =J𝐼R,/,,
!⊂,

=J𝑘R,/,,𝑉-5,!
[*12-]

!⊂,

 (S76) 

The recursive equations representing liquid transit are defined for each interval. 

Hence, every τrb: 

𝑉+/#&/U
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉+/#&/U

[*121] − 𝑉/.,!" (S77) 

𝑉/.,,
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉/.,,

[*121] − 𝑉/.,,
[*121] + 𝑉/.,,?G

[*121] (S78) 

𝑉V&!"
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉V&!"

[*121] + 𝑉/.,W
[*121] (S79) 

and every τru: 

𝑉-5,!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉-5,!

[*121] − 𝑉-5,!
[*121] + 𝑉-5,!?G

[*121] (S80) 

, where Vartery and Vvein are arterial and venous blood volumes, respectively. The last compartments of the urine and 

blood in the kidney are connected to the urinary bladder and the vein, respectively. 

 

Supplemental Information 6. Hybrid Automata of Gastrointestinal Transit. 

The phenomena occurring in the gastrointestinal tract are very complex and are affected not only by 

physiological functions but also by volitional behaviors such as drinking, eating, and defecation. It is extremely 

difficult to model accurately all the functions and phenomena of the gastrointestinal tract using reasonable 

parameters. In this study, the following conditions are considered when constructing the hybrid automata of the 

gastrointestinal transit, using provisional values as necessary. 

Construction of Gastric Emptying Model. To model the stomach and intestine, we use the data of Mudie et al. 

(Mudie et al., 2014). The data were obtained by magnetic resonance imaging of the water volume in the stomach 

and intestine over time after drinking 240 mL of water. First, the baseline stomach water content was 35 mL, and at 

the moment of drinking 240 mL of water, it was thought that the water content of the stomach became 275 mL. The 

volume of gastric water decreased with zero-order-like kinetics up to 20 min, and then with first-order-like kinetics. 

Thereafter, the water in the stomach did not decrease. The hybrid automata of gastric emptying include discrete 

emptying and continuous acid secretion. To express the zero-order and first-order reductions, the shape of the 

stomach is approximated as a rectangular boot (Figure S7). The toe of the boot indicates the pyloric end from which 

the contents are emptied. We assume that an upper limit of the volume emptied at one time is Vge,max, and the product 

of fraction of flowing volume from the stomach ff,stm and fluid volume in the stomach Vgf1 is emptied when Vgf1 is 

less than Vge,max. To simplify the problem, the frequency of gastric emptying is assumed to be constant and to occur 

once per 1 min (τge) without considering the change in the gastric peristalsis after a meal. 

Thus, every τge: 

𝑉45G
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45G

[*121] −𝑚𝑖𝑛C𝑉4&,*+, 𝑓5,%#*𝑉45G
[*121]D (S81) 

𝑉45J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45J

[*121] +𝑚𝑖𝑛C𝑉4&,*+, 𝑓5,%#*𝑉45G
[*121]D (S82) 

, where Vgf2 is the fluid volume in the duodenum. During τge, Vgf1 increases with gastric acid secretion rate Iw,stm: 
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𝑑𝑉45G
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = 𝐼R,%#* (S83) 

By fitting the model to the data, the optimized values of Vw,ge,max, Iw,stm and ff,stm were calculated as 12.6 mL, 2.06 

mL/min, and 0.0835, respectively (Figure S8 and Table S3). 

Construction of Gallbladder Emptying Model by Switching Parameters. The gallbladder accumulates bile 

secreted from the liver, concentrates the liquid by absorbing water, then contracts and sends bile into the duodenum 

as a result of sensing the reduction in the duodenal pH after eating (Boyer, 2013). To model gallbladder emptying, 

we use the data reported by Jazrawi et al. (Jazrawi et al., 1995). In that study, subjects were administered 99mTc-

labeled iminodiacetic acid intravenously, ate a meal, and underwent imaging of the gallbladder by scintigraphy and 

ultrasonography over time. The gallbladder volume started to diminish before the meal was completed and refill at 

about 40 min after the meal. By extrapolating the volume data, the starting times of contraction and refilling were 

set to 7.5 and 45 min, respectively, after meal started. In this model, the gallbladder has three phases: emptying (φgbd 

= 0), during which the gallbladder is contracting, refilling (φgbd = 1), during which the gallbladder is being filled 

with bile, and full (φgbd = 2), during which the gallbladder is completely filled with bile (Figure S9). The model of 

biligenesis and gallbladder emptying consisted of the hepatic duct, gallbladder, and the bile duct through which bile 

passes (Figure S9). The hepatic bile from hepatocytes at a secretion rate Iw,hbile is collected into the hepatic duct and 

flows to the bile duct every interval of τbile. A proportion of Vgbd,refill in the bile duct fills the gallbladder. When the 

gallbladder contracts, Vgbd,empty is sent to the bile duct every τbile. The bile in the bile duct flows into the duodenum. 

Hence, every τbile: 

𝑉P)-'#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉P)-'#

[*121] − 𝑉P)-'#
[*121] (S84) 

𝑉4.)
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉4.)

[*121] + 𝑉4.),/&5!XX − 𝑉4.),&*(#U (S85) 

𝑉.)-'#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉.)-'#

[*121] − 𝑉.)-'#
[*121] + 𝑉P)-'#

[*121] − 𝑉4.),/&5!XX + 𝑉4.),&*(#U (S86) 

𝑉45J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45J

[*121] + 𝑉.)-'#
[*121] (S87) 

, where Vgf2 indicates the fluid volume in the duodenum. The administered iminodiacetic acid also move according 

to the flowing bile volume: 

𝑋P)-'#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋P)-'#

[*121] − 𝑋P)-'#
[*121] (S88) 

𝑋4.)
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋4.)

[*121] +
𝑉4.),/&5!XX
𝑉P)-'#
[*121] 𝑋P)-'#

[*121] −
𝑉4.),&*(#U
𝑉4.)
[*121] 𝑋4.)

[*121] (S89) 

𝑋.)-'#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋.)-'#

[*121] − 𝑋.)-'#
[*121] +

𝑉P)-'#
[*121] − 𝑉4.),/&5!XX

𝑉P)-'#
[*121] 𝑋P)-'#

[*121] +
𝑉4.),&*(#U
𝑉4.)
[*121] 𝑋4.)

[*121] (S90) 

𝑋45J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋45J

[*121] + 𝑋.)-'#
[*121] (S91) 

, where X indicates the amount in each compartment. During τbile, the volume of the hepatic duct is increased by bile 

secretion from hepatocytes, whereas the gallbladder volume is decreased by water absorption for concentrating bile: 

𝑑𝑉P)-'#
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = 𝐼R,P.!X& (S92) 

𝑑𝑉4.)
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = −𝐼R,4.),+.% (S93) 

Although overall bile flow is regulated by Iw,hbile, it cannot be determined only from the data for scintigraphy 

and ultrasonography. We assume that Iw,hbile is constant at 0.479 mL/min (= 17 μL/g liver/h × 1690 g liver/human = 

690 mL/day) all day (Boyer, 2013). Because the state in which the gallbladder exists depends on the time after a 
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meal, the values of Vgbd,empty and Vgbd,refill is modeled to switch depending on the phase, where ff,gbd,empty is the fraction 

flowing during gallbladder emptying, Vgbd,empty,off is the volume leaking from gallbladder during the refilling and full 

phase, and Vgbd,refill,on is the volume refilled from bile duct to the gallbladder during the refilling phase. We assume 

that the emptying phase is from 7.5 to 45 min after a meal, the refilling phase during Vgbd < Vgbd,max and 45 min after 

a meal, and the full phase at other times. Using this model, the parameters were optimized by fitting the compound 

amount and volume of gallbladder scintigraphy and ultrasonography data. Because the calculation did not converge 

when Vgbd,max and Iw,gbd,abs are included in the optimized parameters, they were fixed to 20 mL (Jazrawi et al., 1995) 

and 0.0958 mL/min (assumed to be 20% of Iw,hbile), respectively. As a result, ff,gbd,empty, Vgbd,empty,off, and Vgbd,refill,on 

were calculated to be 0.0267, 0.192 mL, and 0.400 mL, respectively (Figure S10 and Table S4). 

This model assumes that crude bile is secreted directly from the blood to the hepatic duct. Therefore, it is 

necessary to change the hybrid automata of hepatic flow so that it can deal with fluctuations in blood volume. 

Thus, every τhb: 

𝑉+/#&/U
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉+/#&/U

[*121] − 𝑉P.,!" (S94) 

𝑉(V
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉(V

[*121] − 𝑉(V,H-# (S95) 

𝑉P.,!"X&#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉P.,!"X&#

[*121] − 𝑉P.,!"X&#
[*121] + 𝑉(V,H-# + 𝑉P.,!" (S96) 

𝑉5P.G
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉5P.G

[*121] − 𝑉5P.G
[*121] + 𝑉P.,!"X&#

[*121]  (S97) 

𝑉5P.J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉5P.J

[*121] − 𝑉5P.J
[*121] + 𝑉5P.G

[*121] (S98) 

𝑉5P.K
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉5P.K

[*121] − 𝑉5P.K
[*121] + 𝑉5P.J

[*121] (S99) 

𝑉5P.Y
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉5P.Y

[*121] − 𝑉5P.Y
[*121] + 𝑉5P.K

[*121] (S100) 

𝑉5P.W
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉5P.W

[*121] − 𝑉5P.W
[*121] + 𝑉5P.Y

[*121] (S101) 

𝑉P.,H-#X&#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉P.,H-#X&#

[*121] − 𝑉P.,H-#X&#
[*121] + 𝑉5P.W

[*121] (S102) 

𝑉V&!"
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉V&!"

[*121] + 𝑉P.,H-#X&#
[*121]  (S103) 

𝑋+/#&/U
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋+/#&/U

[*121] −
𝑉P.,!"
𝑉+/#&/U
[*121] 𝑋+/#&/U

[*121] (S104) 

𝑋(V
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋(V

[*121] −
𝑉(V,H-#
𝑉(V
[*121] 𝑋(V

[*121] (S105) 

𝑋P.,!"X&#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋P.,!"X&#

[*121] − 𝑋P.,!"X&#
[*121] +

𝑉(V,H-#
𝑉(V
[*121] 𝑋(V

[*121] +
𝑉P.,!"
𝑉+/#&/U
[*121] 𝑋+/#&/U

[*121] (S106) 

𝑋5P.G
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋5P.G

[*121] −
𝑉5P.G
[*121]-1 − 𝑓),P./𝑋5P.G

[*121]

𝑉5P.G
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+ 𝑋P.,!"X&#
[*121]  (S107) 

𝑋5P.J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋5P.J

[*121] −
𝑉5P.J
[*121]-1 − 𝑓),P./𝑋5P.J

[*121]

𝑉5P.J
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.G
[*121]-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝑋5P.G

[*121]

𝑉5P.G
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

 (S108) 

𝑋5P.K
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋5P.K

[*121] −
𝑉5P.K
[*121]-1 − 𝑓),P./𝑋5P.K

[*121]

𝑉5P.K
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.J
[*121]-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝑋5P.J

[*121]

𝑉5P.J
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.G
[*121]𝑓),P.𝑋5P.G

[*121]

𝑉5P.G
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

 

(S109) 
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𝑋5P.Y
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋5P.Y

[*121] −
𝑉5P.Y
[*121]-1 − 𝑓),P./𝑋5P.Y

[*121]

𝑉5P.Y
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.K
[*121]-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝑋5P.K

[*121]

𝑉5P.K
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.J
[*121]𝑓),P.𝑋5P.J

[*121]

𝑉5P.J
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

 

(S110) 

𝑋5P.W
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋5P.W

[*121] −
𝑉5P.W
[*121]-1 − 𝑓),P./𝑋5P.W

[*121]

𝑉5P.W
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.Y
[*121]-1 − 2𝑓),P./𝑋5P.Y

[*121]

𝑉5P.Y
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.K
[*121]𝑓),P.𝑋5P.K

[*121]

𝑉5P.K
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

 

(S111) 

𝑋P.,H-#X&#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋P.,H-#X&#

[*121] − 𝑋P.,H-#X&#
[*121] +

𝑉5P.W
[*121]-1 − 𝑓),P./𝑋5P.W

[*121]

𝑉5P.W
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

+
𝑉5P.Y
[*121]𝑓),P.𝑋5P.Y

[*121]

𝑉5P.Y
[*121] + 𝑉P!5

 (S112) 

𝑋V&!"
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑋V&!"

[*121] + 𝑋P.,H-#X&#
[*121]  (S113) 

, where Vhi is the interstitial volume in the liver, Vhb,in is the hepatic artery blood flow, and Vpv,out is the outflow 

volume from the portal vein to the hepatic inlet (Table S4). During τhb: 

𝑑𝑉P.,!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = −
𝐼R,P.!X&
5  (S114) 

In the hybrid automata of hepatic flow, fd,hb was calculated based on the assumption that Vf,hb are constant through 

the liver. The amount of liquid secreted as bile during blood passage through the liver is about 0.0599 mL, which is 

only 0.033% of the hepatic blood volume. Considering that this difference would be negligible, we used the same 

value of fd,hb = 0.15 as described above. 

Construction of the Model for Fluid Transit with Water Absorption in Small Intestine. The study by Mudie et 

al. in 2014 monitored the change in the number and volume of water pockets in the intestine (Mudie et al., 2014). 

The hybrid automata of gastrointestinal transit assume that the intestinal tract has multiple water pockets in the 

intestine and that they move discretely as water is absorbed continuously. The length of the small intestine Lsmall is 

set to 600 cm corresponding to a body height of about 178 cm (Weaver et al., 1991). Because the solver coded for 

this study cannot cope with a change in τ during integration, we do not consider the interdigestive migrating motor 

complex. Assuming that the transit velocity is constant, the transit time for each compartment tt,small,i can be 

expressed by tt,small/N. It has been reported that the transit time of 153Sm-labeled tablet in the small intestine was 3 h 

(Brunner et al., 2003). We separate the region from jejunum to ileum into lengths of 20 cm (Nsmall = 30), and tt,small,i 

= 6 min (τgt,dji). Here, seven, seven, eight, and eight compartments of the total of 30 are allocated to the upper and 

lower jejunum and upper and lower ileum, respectively (Figure S11 and Table S5). 

Next, the effective intestinal fluid osmotic pressure and the effective osmotic resistance of the intestinal 

epithelium are defined. There is liquid in the intestine even during fasting, i.e., when an individual goes without 

food and beverages (Mudie et al., 2014). The osmotic pressure of gut fluid is affected by the concentrations of 

various factors including solutes and proteins from gastric fluid, bile, pancreatic fluid, and saliva. Although shed 

epithelial cells and intestinal bacteria can contribute to water retention in the intestinal tract, it is not easy to estimate 
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these effects. The effective minimum number of moles in the intestinal fluid neff,min and the effective equilibrium 

concentration in the intestinal fluid Ceff,eq are defined. When the intestinal fluid volume reaches the lowest Vgf,min, it 

is assumed that the effective osmotic pressure πeff,eq of the intestinal fluid is equal to the colloid osmotic pressure 

πcop: 

𝜋&55,&Z = −𝑘[𝐶&55,&Z𝑇 =
𝑛&55,*!"
𝑉45,*!"

𝑅𝑇 = 𝜋A\] (S115) 

𝑛&55,*!" =
𝜋A\]𝑉45,*!"

𝑅𝑇  (S116) 

, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, R is the gas constant, and T is absolute temperature. Then, the effective osmotic 

pressure of the intestinal fluid πeff,gf can be expressed as follows: 

𝜋&55,45 =
-𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/

𝑉45
𝑅𝑇 (S117) 

, where Vgf is the volume of the water pocket, and ns is number of additional solutes mole. Since the study in Mudie 

et al., 2014 was the situation where the subjects drank water, the value of ns is assumed equal to 0. We assume that 

the rate of water infiltration from the intestinal fluid to the blood Iw,small is proportional to the difference of the 

osmotic pressure gradient ∆𝜋 and the fluid pressure gradient ∆𝑃, and inversely proportional to the infiltration 

resistance of the gut wall in the small intestine Rw,small as shown in Eq. (S118): 

𝐼R,%*+XX =
∆𝜋 − ∆𝑃
𝑅R,%*+XX

=
-𝜋A\] − 𝜋&55,45/ − -𝑃'+( − 𝑃45/

𝑅R,%*+XX

=
1

𝑅R,%*+XX
5𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+( −

𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%
𝑉45

𝑅𝑇7 

(S118) 

, where Pcap and Pgf are the blood pressure in intestinal capillaries and the hydrostatic pressure of gut fluid, 

respectively, assumed to be 17 and 0 mmHg (Hall, 2015). We also assume that the Rw,small is constant through the 

small intestine. Thus, the change in the volume of water pockets and blood compartments between discrete time 

points can be expressed by the following differential equation: 

𝑑𝑉45,!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = −𝐼R,%*+XX = −
1

𝑅R,%*+XX
a𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+( −

𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%
𝑉45,!
[*12-] 𝑅𝑇c (S119) 

𝑑𝑉4.,!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = 𝐼R,%*+XX (S120) 

, where Vgb,i is the blood volume in the small intestine. When Eq. (S119) is integrated, it becomes: 

𝑉45,!
[*12-]

𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(
+
-𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇

-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/
J 𝑙𝑛 s-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/𝑉45,!

[*12-] − -𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇s

= −
𝑚𝜏 + 𝑢
𝑅R,%*+XX

+ 𝐶 
(S121) 

, where C is an integration constant. Under the conditions used in Mudie et al. (2014), where the water is being 

absorbed by the small intestine, the internal logarithmic term should be positive. When t = 0, the integration constant 

can be calculated as follows: 

𝐶 =
𝑉45,!
[>]

𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(
+
-𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇

-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/
J 𝑙𝑛 d-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/𝑉45,!

[>] − -𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇e (S122) 
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Then, Rw,small can be expressed as follows: 

𝑅R,%*+XX

=
-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/(𝑚𝜏 + 𝑢)

C𝑉45,!
[>] − 𝑉45,!

[*12-]D +
-𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇

𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(
𝑙𝑛

-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/𝑉45,!
[>] − -𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇

-𝜋A\] − 𝑃'+(/𝑉45,!
[*12-] − -𝑛&55,*!" + 𝑛%/𝑅𝑇

 (S123) 

Rw,small was calculated as follows. The maximum flow rate of gastric emptying Qge,max was 12.557 mL/min and the 

bile flow rate dripping from the bile duct in the fasting state was 0.383 mL/min (= Iw,hbile - Iw,gbd,abs). We assume that 

the maximum inflow rate to the duodenum is the sum of the two flows, 12.940 mL/min. Assuming the water 

absorption in the duodenum is negligible, the initial water volume in the first jejunum 𝑉45,K
[>]  is 77.6 mL over the 6 

min of τgt,dji. Figure 3A in Mudie et al. (2014) indicates that the number of water pockets over 0.5 mL increased 

from eight at baseline to a maximum of 16 after drinking (Mudie et al., 2014). To simplify the problem, we assume 

that it takes 96 min (= 16 × τgt,dji) for a water pocket containing 77.6 mL to transit through the small intestine and to 

reduce to 0.5 mL. In Eq. (S116), using a gas constant R of 8.31 × 10-3 Pa·mL/(nmol·K), an absolute body temperature 

T of 310 K, a colloid osmotic pressure πcop of 3733 Pa (= 28 mmHg) (Hall, 2015), and assuming the minimum fluid 

volume in the small intestine Vgf,min to be 0.1 mL, neff,min can be calculated to be 145 nmol (Table S5). Based on these 

values and a Pcap of 2266 Pa (= 17 mmHg) for Eq. (S123), Rw,small can be determined to be 1791 Pa·min/mL. 

It is extremely difficult to determine the fraction diffused by axial dispersion in gut transit fd,gt. Because gastric 

emptying generates the initial dispersion, and the dispersed objects are gathered together by damming at the 

ileocecal area, the extent of diffusion cannot be estimated from information about the positional relationship of 

objects in feces. Because of the lack of information, an fd,gt of 0.05 is assumed in this study. The transit of gut fluid 

through the small intestine incorporating fd,gt is expressed as follows. 

For every τgt,dji: 

𝑉45,J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,J

[*121] − -1 − 𝑓),4#/𝑉45,J
[*121] (S124) 

𝑉45,K
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,K

[*121] − -1 − 𝑓),4#/𝑉45,K
[*121] + -1 − 2𝑓),4#/𝑉45,J

[*121] (S125) 

𝑉45,!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,!

[*121] − -1 − 𝑓),4#/𝑉45,!
[*121] + -1 − 2𝑓),4#/𝑉45,!?G

[*121] + 𝑓),4#𝑉45,!?J
[*121] (S126) 

, where i = 4, 5, ... 32nd gut compartment. 

Construction of the Model for Feces in Large Intestine. According to the report by Brunner et al., the transit 

time of 153Sm-labeled tablets through the ascending colon was 6.14 h (= 10.88 − 4.74) (Brunner et al., 2003). Given 

that the transit time for the entire colon was 17.37 h, the transit time through the transverse and descending colon, 

and rectum was 11.23 h (= 17.37 − 6.14). In the present study, we assume that objects would stay in the large 

intestine for 6 h (τgt,asc) in the ascending colon (33rd compartment of gut), for 6 h (τgt,tsc) × 2 in two compartments of 

the transverse colon (34th and 35th
 of gut), for 1 h (tlag,gt,dsc = 1 h, τgt,dsc = 6 h) in the descending and sigmoid colon 

(36th
 of gut), and waiting for defecation at the rectum (37th

 of gut) (Table S5). To avoid the division by zero volume 

in 36th of gut, it was assumed that 99% of contents transit to the rectal compartment. 

Hence, every τgt,asc: 

𝑉45,KK
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,KK

[*121] − 𝑉45,KK
[*121] (S127) 

𝑉45,KY
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,KY

[*121] + 𝑉45,KK
[*121] (S128) 

every τgt,tsc: 

𝑉45,KY
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,KY

[*121] − 𝑉45,KY
[*121] (S129) 

𝑉45,KW
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,KW

[*121] − 𝑉45,KW
[*121] + 𝑉45,KY

[*121] (S130) 
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𝑉45,K^
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,K^

[*121] + 𝑉45,KW
[*121] (S131) 

and every τgt,dsc: 

𝑉45,K^
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,K^

[*121] − 0.99𝑉45,K^
[*121] (S132) 

𝑉45,K_
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉45,K_

[*121] + 0.99𝑉45,K^
[*121] (S133) 

The weight of feces defecated per day is greatly influenced by diet. It has been reported that there is a 2-fold 

difference in the weight of feces between people in high-income countries (126 g/day) and those in low-income 

countries (250 g/day) (Rose et al., 2015). In the present study, we use the average of the two values (188 g/day). 

Because the water content of feces was reported to be 75% (Rose et al., 2015), the water absorption in the large 

intestine was modeled to negate the difference from 0.75: 

𝑑𝑉45,!
[*12-]

𝑑𝑢 = −𝐼R,X+/4& a
𝑊45,!

[*12-]

𝑊45,!
[*12-] +𝑊4/,!

[*12-] − 0.75c (S134) 

, where Iw,large indicates the water infiltration rate of the large intestine, assumed to be 1 mL/min, and i = 33, 34, 35, 

36th gut compartments. Wgf is the weight of fluid in the gut, calculated from Vgf in the same compartments assuming 

the density of 1 g/mL, whereas Wgr is the weight of food residues (mixture of food residues, bacteria, and shed 

epithelial cells) in the gut. When Vgf = 0, the water infiltration rate is set to 0 to avoid division by zero. The solids 

that account for 25% of feces (47 g/day) are mainly food residues, enteric bacteria, and shed intestinal epithelial 

cells (Rose et al., 2015). Our model assumes the solid portion is composed 60% food residue (28.2 g/day), 30% 

bacteria (14.1 g/day), and 10% epithelial cells (4.7 g/day). In the present study, we do not consider the process of 

food digestion in the gut. The food residue of 28.2 g/day that reached the ascending colon is assumed to be derived 

from Wmeal of 9.4 g per meal that is added to the stomach after three meals per day. The stomach empties the ingested 

foods at the same rate as fluids. For simplicity, all the epithelial cells in the feces were assumed to be derived from 

the small intestine. The weight of the shed epithelial cells Wgr,epi is set to 6.53 × 10-4 g/compartment/6 min (= 

4.7/1440 × 6/30) and add to the weight of the residue mix in the ith gut compartment Wgr,i every transit, where i 

indicates from the first compartment of the jejunum to the last of the ileum (Table S5). Although the growth of 

enteric bacteria can be thought of as a continuous process, it is approximated by the following discrete calculation 

to simplify the problem. When moving from the last of compartment of the ileum to the ascending colon, a weight 

of bacterial flora (Wgr,flora) equivalent to 30% is added to Wgr. Based on the above, the recursive equations for residue 

transit in the gut were as follows. 

For every τge, 

𝑊4/G
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/G

[*121] −
𝑚𝑖𝑛 C𝑉4&,*+, , 𝑓5,%#*𝑉45G

[*121]D

𝑉45G
[*121] 𝑊4/G

[*121] (S135) 

𝑊4/J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/J

[*121] +
𝑚𝑖𝑛 C𝑉4&,*+, , 𝑓5,%#*𝑉45G

[*121]D

𝑉45G
[*121] 𝑊4/G

[*121] (S136) 

every τgt,dji, 

𝑊4/,J
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,J

[*121] −𝑊4/,J
[*121] (S137) 

𝑊4/,!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,!

[*121] −𝑊4/,!
[*121] +𝑊4/,!?G

[*121] +𝑊4/,&(! (S138) 
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𝑊4/,KK
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,KK

[*121] +𝑊4/,KJ
[*121] + K

1
1 − 0.3 − 1L𝑊4/,KJ

[*121] (S139) 

every τgt,asc, 

𝑊4/,KK
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,KK

[*121] −𝑊4/,KK
[*121] (S140) 

𝑊4/,KY
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,KY

[*121] +𝑊4/,KK
[*121] (S141) 

every τgt,tsc, 

𝑊4/,KY
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,KY

[*121] −𝑊4/,KY
[*121] (S142) 

𝑊4/,KW
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,KW

[*121] −𝑊4/,KW
[*121] +𝑊4/,KY

[*121] (S143) 

𝑊4/,K^
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,K^

[*121] +𝑊4/,KW
[*121] (S144) 

and every τgt,dsc, 

𝑊4/,K^
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,K^

[*121] − 0.99𝑊4/,K^
[*121] (S145) 

𝑊4/,K_
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑊4/,K_

[*121] + 0.99𝑊4/,K^
[*121] (S146) 

Gastrointestinal Blood Flow and the Volume of Enterocytes. The blood flow of the intestine in the model was 

not connected in series but branched from mesenteric artery to each region in parallel. Because the gastrointestinal 

blood volume and flow rate are 39.6 mL and 1100 mL/min, respectively (Davies and Morris, 1993), we assume 39.6 

mL of blood (Vgb,in) flow into the gut every τgb (= 0.036 min). We assume a length of 600 cm for the small intestine 

(20 cm for each compartment), and 140 cm for the large intestine, which was composed of 15 cm of ascending 

colon, 50 cm of transverse colon (25 cm × 2), 60 cm of descending and sigmoid colon, and 15 cm of rectum. The 

blood in the mesenteric artery (Vgb,ma) equal to Vgb,in was allocated in proportion to the length of each region (Table 

S6). For the stomach and duodenum, a blood volume equivalent to a length of 20 cm are allocated. The 

gastrointestinal blood, except for that in the lower rectum, flows into the portal vein. Because the rectum is modeled 

as one compartment, we assume that all the blood in the rectum flows to the vein. The blood in the spleen also flows 

into the portal vein. Because the blood flow rate in the portal vein is 1150 mL/min, 41.4 mL of blood flows every 

0.036 min. Of this 41.4 mL, 38.838 mL (= 39.6 − 0.762) comes from the gastrointestinal tract, resulting in 1079 

mL/min of inflow from the gastrointestinal tract to the portal vein. To be consistent with the portal vein blood flow 

(1150 mL/min), the spleen blood flow was set at 71.2 mL/min (= (41.4 − 38.838)/0.036), which means that 2.56 mL 

of blood (Vspleenb) go to the portal vein every τgb (Table S5). The blood in the portal vein flows to the hepatic inlet. 

Considering the blood flow in the portal vein and τhb are 1150 mL/min and 0.025 min, respectively, 28.75 mL of 

blood flow from the portal vein to the hepatic inlet every 0.025 min. The recursive equations for gastrointestinal 

blood flow are as follows. 

For every τgb: 

𝑉+/#&/U
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉+/#&/U

[*121] − 𝑉4.,!" (S147) 

𝑉4.,*+
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉4.,*+

[*121] − 𝑉4.,*+
[*121] + 𝑉4.,!" (S148) 

𝑉4.,!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉4.,!

[*121] − 𝑉4.,!
[*121] +

𝐿!
𝐿#H#+X

𝑉4.,*+
[*121] (S149) 

𝑉4.,K_
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉4.,K_

[*121] − 𝑉4.,K_
[*121] +

𝐿/&'
𝐿#H#+X

𝑉4.,*+
[*121] (S150) 

𝑉(V
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉(V

[*121] − 𝑉(V
[*121] +J𝑉4.,!

[*121]
K^

!IG

+ 𝑉%(X&&". (S151) 

𝑉P.,!"X&#
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉P.,!"X&#

[*121] + 𝑉(V
[*121] (S152) 
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𝑉V&!"
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑉V&!"

[*121] + 𝑉4.,K_
[*121] (S153) 

, where i = 1, 2, ..., 37th gut compartment. To avoid the periodic large fluctuation in hepatic volume resulting from 

connecting different intervals for intestinal and hepatic blood flow, we fix the flowing volume from portal vein to 

the liver every τhb, and assume that the portal vein volume could be adjusted by water infiltration from/to the 

interstitial fluid (Vif) based on its difference from base volume of the portal vein (Vpv,base = 82.8 mL), where the rate 

Iw,pv is set to 10% of the portal vein blood flow (Table S7). Similarly, the venous blood volume is modeled to be 

adjusted by the water infiltration from/to the interstitial fluid based on the base volume of venous blood (Vvein,base = 

3361.85 mL), where the rate Iw,if is set to 100 mL/min: 

𝑑𝑉(V
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Supplemental Information 7. Blood Circulation and Daily Water Balance. 

To model blood circulation, the artery, vein, heart, lungs, other organs, and the organs constructed above are 

all connected by discrete blood flow. We assume a heart rate of 71.4 beats per min, hence a heartbeat interval τcb of 

0.014 min (Table S7). When the cardiac output from the left side of the heart is set at 5600 mL/min (Davies and 

Morris, 1993), the stroke volume becomes 78.4 mL. In this model, we do not consider the coronary artery. The 

pulmonary blood volume of 306.5 mL (Davies and Morris, 1993) is approximated to be 313.6 mL (= 78.4 × 4) by 

making the assumption that the lungs are separated into four compartments. As the blood volume in 70-kg human 

body, 5200 mL is used (Davies and Morris, 1993). Excluding the left side of the heart and lungs (78.4 mL and 313.6 

mL, respectively), the remaining 4808 mL of blood is assumed to distribute 20% in artery (961.6 mL), and 80% in 

vein and capillaries (3846.4 mL). We use a value of 922 mL for the arterial blood compartment after excluding the 

mesenteric artery (39.6 mL). For the venous blood compartment, we use a value of 3361.85 mL (Vvein,base) after 

excluding the blood in the intestine, portal vein, liver, kidney, and right heart (39.6, 82.8, 253.75, 30, and 78.4 mL, 

respectively). Considering the distribution volume of 5-ASA is not very large, 18 L (Myers et al., 1987), the volume 

of other organs Vother is assumed to be the sum of the volume of skin (7800 mL) and adipose tissue (10000 mL) 

(Davies and Morris, 1993). The blood flow through the “other” compartment is set to 2879 mL/min, which is the 

value obtained by subtracting the hepatic, splenic, enteric, and renal blood flow from the cardiac output, and is 

assumed to share the interval as τcb. 

Hence, every τcb: 
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, where Vother,base is the base value for the “other” compartment, Vother,in is the blood volume flowing to other every 

τcb (Table S7). 

The volume of water in our body increases by eating and drinking, and decreases by urination, defecation, and 

insensible water loss from the perspiration and exhalation. Daily activities such as eating, drinking, urination, and 

defecation are volitional and therefore variable, which makes it difficult to incorporate them into the model. In the 

present study, we assume the “virtual” daily schedule outlined in Table S8. The components associated with water 

balance are incorporated as follows. 

Urination and Defecation. The virtual person is assumed to urinate five times a day and defecate once a day. 

Urination occurred if the urine volume in the bladder is over 100 mL (Vubd,threshold) at the time of urination. The 

values of post-void residual urine volume have been reported 6–34 mL, which were largely variated depending on 

studies (Ünsal and Çimentepe, 2004; Tomehata, 2012; Goel et al., 2017). In this model, we use 25 mL for the 

residual volume. The volume urinated at one time is the difference between the urine volume in the bladder and the 

residual of urine remaining after urination Vbld,res (Table S7). 
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To avoid division by zero volume in the rectum, 99% of contents in the rectal compartment are assumed to move 

out of the body at defecation. 
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Insensible Water Loss by Perspiration and Exhalation. It has been reported that the rate of insensible water 

loss from the skin Iw,skin is about 0.3 mL/h/kg (Lamke et al., 1977; Voldby and Brandstrup, 2016); we assume an 

Iw,skin of 0.35 mL/min for a 70-kg human. As the rate of insensible water loss by exhalation Iw,exhale, we assume 60% 

of Iw,skin (0.21 mL/min). In the model, the insensible perspiration and water loss by exhalation occur in the “other” 

and pulmonary compartments, respectively. 
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, where i is the compartment 1–4 in the lungs. 

Adjustment of Water Reabsorption in Kidney. To maintain homeostasis, the kidney adjusts its ability to reabsorb 

water by monitoring the body water content (Hall, 2015). For simplicity, it is assumed that the model adjusts the 

rate constant of water reabsorption in the collecting duct kw,r,cd to cancel out the deviation from the base volume of 

interstitial fluid Vif,base. The Iw,r,cd of Eq. (S75) is rewritten as follows: 
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, where ε is a strength coefficient and was set to 2.5 in this study (Table S7). 

Drinking and Eating. If the urine volume is approximated to 1250 mL/day and the 302.4 mL/day and 504 

mL/day of insensible water loss is added, then 2197.4 mL of water is discharged from the body each day. The virtual 

person drinks water three times a day and eats three meals a day. It is assumed that 200 mL of water drunk Vdrink is 

added to the stomach fluid volume in every drinking. Eating a meal add 9.4 g of Wmeal and 532 mL of Vmeal to the 

residual weight and fluid volume in the stomach, based on the difference between the 2197.4 mL and the water 

drunk. Because the food residue in the small intestine is thought to act to retain water in the intestinal tract, the 

weight of the residue is assumed to be related to the ns value in Eq. (S118). Here, we assume that the residue in the 

small intestine had a water-retaining capacity equivalent to its effective molecular weight MWgr,eff. 

𝑛%,!
[*12-] =
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, where i = 3, 4, ..., 32nd compartment in the gut. In the present study, we assumed MWgr,eff = 2 × 10-4 g/nmol; this 

was determined manually because of the complete lack of information on the water-retention effect of food, 

enterocytes, and bacteria (Table S7). 

 

Supplemental Information 8. Formulation-dependent disposition of 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA. 

Mesalazine, also known as 5-aminosalicylic acid (5-ASA), is used for the treatment of moderate ulcerative 

colitis, and its pharmacological target site is the ileocecal region of the gut (Sutherland et al., 1993). Orally 

administered 5-ASA is rapidly absorbed from the small intestine and metabolized to N-acetyl-5-aminosalicylic acid 

(Ac-5-ASA) by N-acetyltransferase (Schwab and Klotz, 2001). Various formulations have been developed to 

achieve optimal drug delivery and improve therapeutic efficacy (Clemett and Markham, 2000; Safdi and Cohen, 

2007). 

Using the model of body fluid, the blood concentration–time profiles of 5-ASA and its metabolite Ac-5-ASA 

reported by Yu et al. (2017) were simulated. In the clinical study by Yu et al. (2017), the subjects took 5-ASA in 

solution, Pentasa (delayed-dissolution particles in a capsule), Apriso (enteric-coated particles in a capsule), or Lialda 

(a multi-matrix film-coated tablet) at 8:00 after overnight fasting. When constructing the PBPK model for 5-ASA, 

we simulated the fluid volumes at 8:00 without eating no breakfast on the 8th day following 7 virtual days for a 

steady-state and used the calculated volumes as an initial state of the subject’s body (Figure S12). According to the 

clinical study design of Yu et al. (2017), on the day of drug administration, the subjects taking 5-ASA solution drank 

120 mL of water and 125 mL of drug solution at 8:00 and ate a snack at 12:00 and a meal at 18:00. For other 

formulations, the subjects took 5-ASA with 240 mL of water at 8:00 and ate a snack at 15:00 and a meal at 18:00. 

In both cases, we assumed that the subjects returned to normal (virtual) daily life from 21:00 on. Eating a snack 

added half of a standard meal’s residual food and water to the stomach. Urination and defecation during the 

simulation occurred as per the normal schedule for virtual daily life. 

The quantities of a drug in the body are defined as the amount in any places. When the fluid moves at a discrete 

time point, the corresponding amount of drug for that proportion of the volume also moves in the model. In the 

clinical study, subjects received an oral administration of 100 mg of 5-ASA as solution, 1000 mg as Pentasa, 1125 

mg as Apriso, or 1200 mg as Lialda. We define the states of the drug in the gastrointestinal tract as a solid bolus 
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(Xgs, a single piece that exists only in one part of the liquid), particles (Xgp, a solid dispersed uniformly in the liquid), 

or fluid (Xgf, drug dissolved in the liquid) (Figure S11). These states are connected by a rate constant kdisint for 

disintegration from solid bolus to particle, kdissol for dissolution from particle to fluid, and krelease for the release and 

dissolution from a solid bolus to fluid. The disintegration rate constant of the capsule kdisint,capsule is set the same for 

Pentasa and Apriso and was defined by Eq. (S176): 

𝑘)!%!"#,'+(%-X& =
𝑘)!%!"#,*+,

1 + 𝑒?a2$'$%&b#?#34,2$'$%&c
 (S176) 

, where kdisint,max is the maximum rate constant of capsule disintegration, t50,disint is the time when the rate constant is 

50% of maximum, and αdisint is a gain for sigmoidal curve. A common disintegration rate was used for the 

disintegration of capsules of Pentasa and Apriso, and only the 50% rate time in this sigmoidal curve was optimized 

to reduce the degrees of freedom other than the timing of capsule disintegration (Table S10). kdisint,max and αdisint are 

fixed at 1 min-1 and 0.1, respectively, so that the granules inside the capsule would release quickly once the capsule 

started to dissolve. The rates of dissolution in the stomach (kdissol,a,pentasa) and intestine (kdissol,n,pentasa) are defined as 

constant values for Pentasa, whereas only the dissolution in the intestine (kdissol,apriso) is defined for Apriso. The 
dissolution rate constants of Pentasa were defined separately in the stomach (𝑘)!%%HX,+,(&"#+%+ ) and intestine 

(𝑘)!%%HX,",(&"#+%+), both of which were optimized. Because the pH of gastric fluid gradually increases as the fluid 

passes through the gut (Yu et al., 2017), and it may take time for drug to dissolve after the enteric coating is ablated, 

the dissolution rate for Apriso is assumed to be increased over time as described by the following equation: 

𝑘)!%%HX,+(/!%H =
𝑘)!%%HX,*+,,+(/!%H

1 + 𝑒?a2$''56,78*$'5b#?#34,2$''56,78*$'5c
 (S177) 

, where kdissol,max,apriso is the maximum dissolution rate constant of Apriso, t50,dissol,apriso is the time when the rate 

constant is 50% of maximum, αdissol,apriso is a gain for sigmoidal curve. αdissol,apriso are fixed at 0.1. To adjust the lag 

time before the commencement of dissolution and reproduce the sharp peak in blood concentration, the maximum 
rate constant (𝑘)!%%HX,*+,,+(/!%H) and 50% rate time (𝑡W>,+(/!%H) in the sigmoidal curve for Apriso were optimized 

(Table S10). Lialda was assumed not to disintegrate through the gastrointestinal tract because Lialda tablet retained 

the shape over 2.5 h of the paddle dissolution test (37°C, 100 rpm) for 60 min in 1st fluid (pH 1.2) and 90 min in 2nd 

fluid (pH6.8) (in house data). Because Lialda has an enteric coating, only the release rate constant for intestine was 

defined for Lialda. As the hydrophilic base in Lialda forms a gel upon contact with intestinal fluid, the release rate 

of 5-ASA is thought to increase over time. In the transverse colon, the release rate can be decreased after the tablet 

is buried in feces. Thus, the release rate constant of Lialda krelease,lialda is adjusted over time as described by the 

following equation: 

𝑘/&X&+%&,X!+X)+ =
𝑘/&X&+%&,*+,

1 + 𝑒?a*(6(7'(,5%b#?#34,*(6(7'(,5%c
−

𝑘/&X&+%&,*+,
1 + 𝑒?a*(6(7'(,5++b#?#34,*(6(7'(,5++c

 (S178) 

, where krelease,max is the maximum rate constant of release, t50,release,on/off are the time when the rate constant is 50% 

of maximum, αrelease,on/off are a gain for sigmoidal curve. The krelease,Lialda is set to 0 until t0,release, the time when the 

tablet is emptied from stomach (fixed to 12 min in simulation of the present study). Because of the lack of observed 

data for Lialda between 720 and 1440 min to allow capture of the decrease in release, the gain for the decreasing 

sigmoidal curve was fixed and the other parameters were optimized (Table S10). The solubility of 5-ASA has been 

reported to be 1.6‒8.8 mg/mL (6.0‒33 mmol/L) in the luminal fluid of human gastrointestinal tract (Fadda et al., 

2010). Based on the solubility and its concentration in the gut (Yu et al., 2017), precipitation is assumed to be 
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negligible. It is difficult to consider the effect of fecal formation on the drug absorption. In this model, the drug 

amounts in fluid and particles are assumed to be absorbed (buried) into feces (Xgx) with a rate constant ka,fece from 

transverse colon to rectum: 
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, where i = 34, 35, 36, and 37th compartment in the gut. To simplify the osmotic pressure in the gut, we assume that 

ns values based on the 5-ASA and its metabolite are ignored. The amounts in feces Xgx also transit at the same 

discrete time points as other objects. The doses of 5-ASA are added to Xgf1 for the solution and Xgs1 for the other 

formulations. In this model, a solid bolus in the intestinal tract move to the next compartment every τgt, whereas the 

solid bolus is assumed to be always emptied from the stomach when the ratio of the emptying volume to the gastric 

volume pge becomes larger than 0.08, without adopting any stochastic processes. 
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The permeation clearance of the gastrointestinal tract is defined as the product of permeability and surface area. The 

surface areas are calculated by approximating the shape of the tract by a cylinder with a radius of 2.5 cm in the 

small intestine and 4 cm in the large intestine. Because the surface area which residues in the gut occupies is thought 

to be unable to contribute to drug absorption, we correct the permeation clearance for the ratio of fluid volume to 

the total volume through the intestine, assuming a residue density of 1 g/mL. For the volumes of cells in the kidney, 

liver and gut, organ volumes excluding interstitial fluid, blood, urine are used as listed in Table S2, S4 and S5, 

respectively (Davies and Morris, 1993; Kawai et al., 1998). The cellular volumes in the kidney and gut are allocated 

to each region in proportion to the length, and evenly in the liver. 5-ASA is metabolized by N-acetyltransferase in 

the liver and gut and converted to Ac-5-ASA. The metabolic clearance in the gut is assumed to be distributed evenly 

according to the cell volume in each region. Excretion from the liver into bile and reabsorption from urine to blood 

were set to 0. 

It has been reported that 5-ASA is a substrate of organic anion transporting polypeptides but not a substrate of 

P-glycoprotein or multidrug resistance protein 2 (Xin et al., 2006; König et al., 2011). Because N-acetyltransferase 

is mainly expressed in the small intestine, liver, and colon (Husain et al., 2007), the acetylation clearance of 5-ASA 

was defined in enterocytes and hepatocytes. Because this example was not intended to describe nonlinearity, it was 

assumed that all membrane permeations and clearances were linear. To express the distribution of the compounds, 
the tissue/blood concentration ratios 𝐾( were set as an “other” compartment. The parameters for permeabilities, 

clearances, and 𝐾(  were all optimized using clinical data. The fractions of unbound 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA in 

plasma were reported to be 0.57 and 0.22, respectively (Japanese approval letter for Lialda). The blood/plasma 

concentration ratio of 5-ASA was calculated to be 0.562 based on a blood-cell distribution rate of 2.1% in the blood 

(package insert of Lialda) and a hematocrit of 45%; the same values were assumed for Ac-5-ASA. Hence, the 

fraction unbound in blood (𝑓-,.) was calculated as 1.015 (approximated by 1) for 5-ASA and 0.392 for Ac-5-ASA. 
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The intracellular unbound fraction was assumed to be 1 because of the lack of information. The fractions of urinary 

excretion of 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA were 0.02 and 0.30 for Apriso, <0.08 and 0.13 for Lialda (package inserts of 

Apriso and Lialda), but data for the others were not available. The parameters and model equations are shown in 

Supplemental Model File 7. 

The predicted blood concentration–time profiles were in good agreement with the observations (Figure S13). 

The maximum blood concentration (Cmax) and area under the curve (AUC0–n) were predicted within 2-fold of clinical 

values except for Ac-5-ASA in solution (Table S13). The shortage of data for the elimination phase of the solution 

might contribute to the overestimation of the Ac-5-ASA concentration in the solution. The times of maximum blood 

concentration, tmax, were predicted as solution < Pentasa ≈ Apriso < Lialda, suggesting that the model could express 
the formulation-dependent drug absorption. Movie 3 shows the transition in 𝑋45  (fluid), 𝑋4(  (particle), 𝑋4%  

(solid), and 𝑋4,  (in feces) of 5-ASA through the gut as stacked bar charts. The solid boluses of Pentasa, Apriso, 

and Lialda were emptied from the stomach 12 min after administration, reached the ascending colon at 198 min, 

and reached the rectum at 1140 min. The particles began to arrive at the ascending colon earlier (at 96 min after 
administration) than the solid bolus because of the axial dispersion of particles by 𝑓),4#. Because drug behavior in 

the gut after 720 min largely depends on defecation time and the method of dealing with drugs buried in the feces, 

further studies will be needed. Most of the administered 5-ASA in solution was rapidly absorbed from the upper 

small intestine (Movie 3). The capsules of Pentasa and Apriso had almost disintegrated within 16 min after 
administration, and the particles were diffused in the axial direction in the small intestine. The values of 𝑋45 for 

both Pentasa and Apriso were much smaller than those for 𝑋4(, suggesting that the absorption of Pentasa and Apriso 

was limited by drug dissolution. In the simulation of Lialda administration, the drug in the fluid released from the 
tablet was absorbed rapidly, resulting in poor axial dispersion of the drug in the gut (Movie 3). The values of 𝑋45 

for Lialda were much smaller than those for 𝑋4%, suggesting that the absorption of Lialda was limited by the drug 

release. When the sum of the 𝑋45, 𝑋4(, 𝑋4%, and 𝑋4, for 5-ASA was animated as a heatmap, the movement of 

the drug could be followed as in a gastrointestinal imaging (Movie 4). Although further investigations will be needed 

for more reasonable parameterization of 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA, these tentative results suggested the possible 

applicability of hybrid automata to describe the differences in drug disposition after oral administration of different 

formulations. 

 

Supplemental Information 9. Enterohepatic Circulation. 

We investigated the possible applicability of hybrid automata to describe the fluctuation of pharmacokinetic 

profiles based on enterohepatic circulation. Using the solution model in Supplemental Information 8, virtual blood 

concentration–time profiles of a parent drug and its glucuronide (5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA in the original example) 

were simulated. The changes in parameters discussed below are the results of manually trying to identify conditions 

under which the irregular peaks of blood concentration occur after meals, and therefore there is no experimental 

basis for the values. Because b-glucuronidase activity in the gastrointestinal tract is predominantly localized in the 
large intestine (Chen et al., 2017), the deconjugation clearance of the glucuronide by b-glucuronidase (𝐶𝐿4,d?4X-) 

was defined only for the large intestine, and a value of 100 mL/min is allocated in proportion to the length of the 

large intestine. It was assumed that uridine-5’-diphospho-glucuronosyltransferase was localized only in the liver, 

and the metabolic clearances of the parent drug in the gut and liver were set to 0 and 2190 mL/min (10 times that 

of 5-ASA), respectively. Unlike acetylation, glucuronidation increases the hydrophilicity of drugs in general (Yang 
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et al., 2017): the 𝐾( value of the glucuronide is reduced to 0.00341 (0.001 times that of Ac-5-ASA). Because the 

membrane permeation of many of the glucuronides is limited by their hydrophilicities and efflux transporters (Köck 

and Brouwer, 2012; Gameiro et al., 2017), the influx permeabilities from the gut lumen to enterocytes and from 

blood to enterocytes were changed to 0.001 times that of Ac-5-ASA, and the efflux permeability from enterocytes 

to gut lumen was changed to 0.1 times that of Ac-5-ASA. The biliary excretion clearance of the glucuronide was 

set to 1000 mL/min, whereas the parent drug was assumed not to be excreted into the bile. Because the peaks were 

simulated abnormally when the parent drug was absorbed rapidly, the permeabilities of the parent drug in the 

enterocytes were all decreased to 0.1 times that of 5-ASA. To improve distribution to the liver of both the parent 

drug and its glucuronide, influx and backward efflux clearances in the sinusoidal membrane were set to 1470 and 

375 mL/min for the parent drug, and 1108 and 661 mL/min for the glucuronide. All of the other parameters were 

the same as in the original. The parameters and model equations are shown in Supplemental Model File 8. 

Then, we simulated a virtual drug disposition affected by the enterohepatic circulation in which glucuronide is 

excreted to bile, accumulated in the gallbladder, ejected to the duodenum after meals, and reabsorbed after 

deconjugation by the b-glucuronidase of bacterial flora in the large intestine (Movie 5). In the simulation, the drug 

administered orally was rapidly absorbed in the jejunum, and the blood concentration of the parent compound 

increased from 0 to 90 min. The glucuronide produced in the liver was excreted into bile and accumulated in the 

gallbladder, whereas the parent compound was not excreted at all (Movie 5, left middle panel). At 240 min, the 

subject ate lunch, which was followed by gallbladder contraction from 248 min. The glucuronide was ejected to the 

duodenum and proceeded through the gastrointestinal tract from 250 to 400 min. The glucuronide that arrived at the 

ascending colon began being deconjugated, with the result that the amount of parent compound in the ascending 

colon increased at around 460 min. The absorption of the parent compound led to a second peak (from 410 to 490 

min) in the blood concentration of the parent compound. In this simulation, under the condition that the parent 

compound was not excreted into bile at all, the hybrid automata could reproduce the irregular peaks in the blood 

concentration of the parent compound via the glucuronidation and deglucuronidation. Although further 

investigations will be needed to clarify the contribution to the fluctuation of the individual processes associated with 

the enterohepatic circulation, these results suggested that hybrid automata may be applicable to describe the drug 

disposition affected by enterohepatic circulation. 

 

Supplemental Information 10. Comparison of Flow Models. 

We discuss the relationship between a flow model based on a hybrid automaton with fraction flowed ff and a  

flow model using a first-order transition rate constant ktr
 in an ODE. We assume the situation where liquid is 

continuously flowing out of a well-stirred tank filled with a drug solution. The same volume of water as the 

outflowing volume is replenished, so that the volume of the tank is constant. An ODE for the drug concentration in 

the tank can be expressed using the ktr as follows: 

𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑡 = −𝑘#/𝐶 (S183) 

, where C is the drug concentration, t is time. When we take the difference of Eq. (S183) by the average rate of 

change, this equation can be modified as follows: 

𝐶[#2∆#] − 𝐶[#]

∆𝑡 = −𝑘#/𝐶[#] (S184) 
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𝐶[#2∆#] = 𝐶[#] − 𝑘#/∆𝑡𝐶[#] (S185) 

In contrast, we also assume the situation where liquid is discretely dropping out of the well-stirred tank filled with 

a drug solution. The same volume of water as the dropping volume is replenished, so that the volume of the tank is 

constant. If the fraction flowed (dropped) of the drug amount in the tank at a discrete time point is defined as ff and 

the dropping occurs every time interval 𝜏, a recursive equation for the drug concentration in the tank can be 

expressed as follows: 

𝐶[(*2G)12>] = 𝐶[*121] − 𝑓5𝐶[*121] (S186) 

Comparing the coefficients in Eq. (S184) and (S186): 
𝑓5 = 𝑘#/∆𝑡 (S187) 

Therefore, when the ff is defined by Eq. (S187), the flow model using the hybrid automaton with the ff can be 

regarded as a discrete form of the flow model expressed by the ODE with the ktr. 

Next, we discuss the relationship between a flow model of a hybrid automaton with convection and a flow 

model with convection defined in a PDE. The one-dimensional convection equation is as follows: 

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡 = −𝑣

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑥 (S188) 

, where x is position, t is time, C is concentration, and v is fluid velocity. When we take the difference of Eq. (S188) 

backward in one step for convection and forward in one step for time by the average rate of change, this equation 

can be modified as follows: 

𝐶,
[#2∆#] − 𝐶,

[#]

∆𝑡 = −𝑣
𝐶,
[#] − 𝐶,?∆,

[#]

∆𝑥  (S189) 

𝐶,
[#2∆#] = 𝐶,

[#] − 𝑣
∆𝑡
∆𝑥 𝐶,

[#] + 𝑣
∆𝑡
∆𝑥 𝐶,?∆,

[#]  (S190) 

In contrast, the recursive equation of the hybrid automaton with convection is as follows: 

𝐶!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝐶!

[*121] − 𝐶!
[*121] + 𝐶!?G

[*121] (S191) 

Comparing the coefficients in Eq. (S190) and (S191), when the fluid velocity is defined by Eq. (S192), the flow 

model of the hybrid automaton with convection can be regarded as a discrete form of the convection equation 

defined by the PDE: 

𝑣 =
∆𝑥
∆𝑡  (S192) 

As derived in Supplemental Information 3, the organ clearance of the flow model of the hybrid automaton with 

convection is as follows: 

𝐶𝐿H/4 =
𝑉5
𝜏5
51 − 𝑒

?5!,#AB$%&
C+

1+7 (S193) 

, and the organ clearance of parallel-tube model is as follows: 

𝐶𝐿H/4 = 𝑄5 51 − 𝑒
?5!,#AB$%&

f+ 7 (S194) 

Based on the relationship of 𝑄5 = 𝑉5 𝜏5⁄ , the organ clearances of the two models are equivalent to each other. In 

this case, the organ clearance of the flow model of the hybrid automaton with convection is independent of the 

number of compartment N. 

Finally, we discuss the relationship between the flow model using a hybrid automaton with convection and 
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axial dispersion and the flow model with convection and diffusion in a PDE. The one-dimensional convection–

diffusion equation is as follows: 

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡 = 𝐷

𝜕J𝐶
𝜕𝑥J − 𝑣

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑥 (S195) 

, where x is position, t is time, C is concentration, D is diffusion constant, and v is fluid velocity. When we take the 

difference of Eq. (S195) forward in one step for time, backward in one step for convection, and backward in two 

steps for diffusion by the average rate of change, this equation can be modified as follows: 

𝐶,
[#2∆#] − 𝐶,

[#]

∆𝑡 = 𝐷
𝐶,
[#] − 𝐶,?∆,

[#]

∆𝑥 −
𝐶,?∆,
[#] − 𝐶,?J∆,

[#]

∆𝑥
∆𝑥 − 𝑣

𝐶,
[#] − 𝐶,?∆,

[#]

∆𝑥  
(S196) 

𝐶,
[#2∆#] = K

𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J −

𝑣∆𝑡
∆𝑥 + 1L 𝐶,

[#] + K
𝑣∆𝑡
∆𝑥 −

2𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J L𝐶,?∆,

[#] +
𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J 𝐶,?J∆,

[#]  (S197) 

In contrast, the recursive equation of the flow model of a hybrid automaton with convection and diffusion is as 

follows: 

𝐶!
[(*2G)12>] = 𝑓)𝐶!

[*121] + (1 − 2𝑓))𝐶!?G
[*121] + 𝑓)𝐶!?J

[*121] (S198) 

Comparing the coefficients in Eq. (S197) and (S198): 

𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J −

𝑣∆𝑡
∆𝑥 + 1 = 𝑓) (S199) 

𝑣∆𝑡
∆𝑥 −

2𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J = 1 − 2𝑓) (S200) 

𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J = 𝑓) (S201) 

Therefore, when the diffusion constant and fluid velocity are defined by Eq. (S202) and (S203), the flow model of 

the hybrid automaton with fraction diffused can be regarded as a discrete form of the convection–diffusion equation 

defined by the PDE. 

𝐷 = 𝑓)
∆𝑥J

∆𝑡  (S202) 

𝑣 =
∆𝑥
∆𝑡  (S203) 

In the dispersion model, the dispersion number DN, which is a reciprocal of the Peclet number, is defined by Eq. 

(S204). 

𝐷M =
𝐷
𝑣𝐿 (S204) 

On the other hand, Eq. (S202) can be modified as follows: 

𝑓) =
𝐷∆𝑡
∆𝑥J =

𝐷
𝑣∆𝑥 (S205) 

Considering the relationship, the fraction diffused fd can be recognized as a dispersion number for the separated 

region in the flow model of the hybrid automaton, but not identical to DN because the fd value should be considered 

with N and the limitation of the range 0 ≤ 𝑓) ≤ 0.5. 
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Supplemental Figures 

Figure S1. The flow expressions based on (A) a first-order kinetics in an ODE and (B) one-dimensional convection 
in a PDE. The 𝐶! and 𝑉! are concentration and volume of ith compartment, 𝑄5 is a flow rate, 𝑣 is a flow velocity, 

∆𝑡 is length of discretized time, ∆𝑥 is a distance between compartments, and 𝐴 is a cross-sectional area. 
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Figure S2. Nonlinear blood concentration–time profile of a virtual drug after intravenous administration when the 

dosing amount is escalated from 0.3–30 mmol. The left and middle panels indicate the blood concentration of the 

virtual drug without and with normalization by dose, respectively. The dose-normalized AUC0–24h for each dose is 

plotted in the right panel. 

 
 

Figure S3. Blood concentration–time profile of a virtual drug (victim) coadministered with a virtual inhibitor 

(perpetrator). The left panel shows the blood concentration of the victim when the fraction mediated by a transporter 

fm,tp/int is set to 0.9 (black lines) or 0.1 (red lines) with (solid lines) or without the inhibitor (dotted lines). The blood 

concentration of the perpetrator is plotted in the middle panel. The right panel indicates the AUC0–24h of each 

condition. 
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Figure S4. Hybrid automata of hepatic flow. (A) The compartments are connected with discrete transition by 

recursive equations every interval τhb with axial dispersion expressing fraction diffused during interval fd,hb. (B) At 

discrete time points, Vf,hb is diffused backward and forward before flowing. The amount diffused forward moves the 

two-step forward, whereas the amount diffused backward stays in the current compartment. After flowing, the fluid 

is mixed instantaneously, and drug is cleared during the interval. 
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Figure S5. Hepatic availability based on the various models. (A) The sum of squared residuals (SSR) of 

availabilities between hybrid automata of hepatic flow (for different fd,hb, N = 5, ff,hb = 0.4) and dispersion model 

(DN = 0.17). The minimum SSR was obtained in the case of fd,hb = 0.15. (B) The comparison of hepatic availabilities 

based on the hybrid automata and other models. Hybrid Automata 1 indicates simple tube flow (ff = 1), and Hybrid 

Automata 2 is hepatic flow with axial dispersion (N = 5, ff,hb = 0.4, fd,hb = 0.15). 
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Figure S6. Hybrid automata of renal flow. The kidney model combines two intervals, τrb for blood flow and τru for 

urine flow. The arterial blood flows into glomerulus and bifurcates into blood and urine. The blood and urine are 

composed of 5 and 39 compartments, respectively, and the urinary water is continuously reabsorbed to blood 

compartments. The last compartment of blood and urine are connected to the vein and the urinary bladder, 

respectively. At urination, the difference between the urine volume in the urinary bladder and the residual volume 

moves outside the body. The drug permeation across tubular cells is defined as continuous processes. 
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Figure S7. Gastric emptying model. (A) The shape of the stomach is approximated by a rectangular boot and gastric 

emptying occurs from the toe. (B) The emptying is defined discretely, and the gastric fluid is assumed to be well 

mixed. Acid secretion is defined as a continuous process. (C) The volume emptied at one time is determined as the 

smaller of Vge,max and ff,stmVgf1 to switch seamlessly the zero-order-like and first-order-like kinetics. 

 

 
 

Figure S8. Gastric emptying after drinking water. The fluid volume in stomach after drinking 240 mL of water was 

simulated over time (solid line). The parameters were optimized using the observed data from Mudie et al. 2014 

(open circles). 
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Figure S9. Gallbladder emptying model and hepatic flow with variable volume. The portal vein and arterial blood 

flow into hepatic inlet every τhb and pass through the liver while secreting bile (Iw,hbile). The secreted primitive bile 

collects into the hepatic duct and moves to the bile duct every τbile. The gallbladder refills Vgbd,refill from bile duct 

and empties Vgbd,empty every τbile. The values of Vgbd,refill and Vgbd,empty depend on the phase of gallbladder activity. 

During τbile, the gallbladder concentrates bile by water absorption. The bile duct is connected to the duodenum. Drug 

permeation and metabolism are defined as continuous processes in the hepatocyte compartment for each region. 

 

 

 

Figure S10. Gallbladder emptying after eating a meal. The bile volume and the counts per minute (cpm) of 99mTc 

iminodiacetic acid in gallbladder after eating a meal were simulated over time (solid line). The parameters were 

optimized using the observed data from Jazrawi et al. 1995 (open circles). 
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Figure S11. Hybrid automata of gastrointestinal transit. The gastrointestinal compartments are composed of 

stomach (1st compartment), duodenum (2nd), upper jejunum (3rd‒9th), lower jejunum (10th‒16th), upper ileum (17th‒

24th), lower ileum (25th‒32nd), ascending colon (33rd), transverse colon (34th and 35th), descending and sigmoid colon 

(36th), and rectum (37th). The blood from arteries flows into the mesenteric artery and then is allocated to each region 

according to its length. The spleen blood and the gastrointestinal blood except for the rectum flow into the portal 

vein; the rectal blood flows directly to the vein. There are residue and fluid in the tract, and feces from the transverse 

colon. The water is absorbed or secreted continuously between discrete transitions. The drug exists as forms of solid 

bolus, particles, and fluid, which are connected by rate constants, and transit through the tract discretely. Drug 

absorption and metabolism in the gut are defined as continuous processes. At defecation, the rectal contents are 

discharged outside the body. 
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Figure S12. Calculation of steady state of body fluid during virtual days. The change in the fluid volume in the 

body for 8 days with no breakfast on the last day was simulated. For upper jejunum, lower jejunum, upper ileum, 

and lower ileum, the sums of the volume in each region were plotted. The fluid volume–time profiles reached steady 

state by day 3. stm; stomach, duo; duodenum, up-jej; upper jejunum, lw-jej; lower jejunum, up-ile; upper ileum, lw-

ile; lower ileum, asc; ascending colon, tsc; transverse colon, dsc; descending colon, rec; rectum, gbd; gallbladder, 

bduct; bile duct, pv; portal vein, if; interstitial fluid, ubd; urinary bladder, hb-inlet; hepatic blood inlet, fhb; flowing 

volume of hepatic blood, hb-outlet; hepatic blood outlet, glm; glomerulus, ru; renal urine, rb; renal blood. 
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Figure S13. Blood concentration–time profiles of 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA after oral administration. The observed 

blood concentration of 5-ASA (black circle) and its metabolite Ac-5-ASA (red circle) after administration of a dose 

of 100 mg of 5-ASA solution, 1000 mg of Pentasa, 1125 mg of Apriso, or 1200 mg of Lialda (Yu et al. 2017) are 

plotted. Using the optimized parameters, the blood concentration–time profiles of 5-ASA (black line) and Ac-5-

ASA (red line) are simulated. 

 

 

 

Figure S14. The plotting position of gut regions in heatmap animation of Movie 4 and 5. 
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Supplemental Tables 

Table S1. Parameters for hybrid automata of hepatic flow. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

Vhb 181.25 mL blood volume in liver 

Vhi 275.1 mL interstitial volume in liver 

Qhb 1450 mL/min hepatic blood flow rate 

τhb 0.025 min interval time of hepatic blood flow 

ff,hb 0.4 - fraction of flowing volume in extracellular fluid 

fd,hb 0.15 - fraction diffused during interval 
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Table S2. Parameters for hybrid automata of renal flow. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

τrb 0.004 min interval time of renal blood flow 

Vrb 30 mL blood volume in kidney 

Qrb 1250 mL/min renal blood flow rate 

Qgfr 125 mL/min glomerular filtration rate 

τru 0.076 min interval time of renal urinary flow 

prem,glm 100 % percent of remaining urinary volume at each segment 

prem,px 35 %  

prem,hd 25 %  

prem,ha 24.9 %  

prem,ds 24.8 %  

prem,cd 1 %  

Vru,px 9.5 mL volume of renal tubules in each segment 

Vru,hd 15.5 mL  

Vru,ha 15.5 mL  

Vru,ds 9.5 mL  

Vru,cd 15.5 mL  

kw,r,px 13.8 min-1 rate constant of water reabsorption of each segment 

kw,r,hd 0.885 min-1  

kw,r,ha 0.00753 min-1  

kw,r,ds 0.0132 min-1  

kw,r,cd 1.92 min-1  

npx 1 - number of fluid compartments in each segment 

nhd 5 -  

nha 7 -  

nds 4 -  

ncd 22 -  

Vrc 65.76 mL volume of cells in kidney 

glm; glomerulus, px; proximal tubules, hd; descending limb of Henle's loop, ha; ascending limb of Henle's loop, ds; 

distal tubules, cd; collecting duct. 
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Table S3. Parameters for gastric emptying model. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

τge 1 min interval time of gastric emptying 

Vge,max 12.6 mL maximum emptying volume from stomach 

Iw,stm 2.06 mL/min water infiltration rate from blood to stomach 

ff,stm 0.0835 mL/min fraction of flowing volume from stomach 

 

 

 

 

Table S4. Parameters for gallbladder emptying model and altered hepatic flow model. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

τbile 1 min interval time of gallbladder emptying 

φgbd 0, 1, 2 - number indicating phase of gallbladder 

Vgbd,max 20 mL maximum volume of gallbladder 

Iw,hbile 0.479 mL/min infiltration rate of bile from hepatocytes 

ff,gbd,empty,on 0.0267 - fraction of flowing volume during emptying phase 

Vgbd,empty,off 0.192 mL 
leak volume from gallbladder during refilling and full 

phase 

Vgbd,refill,on 0.400 mL refilling volume into gallbladder during refilling phase 

Iw,gbd,abs 0.0958 mL/min infiltration rate of water absorption by gallbladder 

τhb 0.025 min interval time of hepatic blood flow 

Vhb,in 7.5 mL 
volume flowing from hepatic artery to hepatic inlet every 

τhb 

Vpv,out 28.75 mL volume flowing from portal vein to hepatic inlet every τhb 

Vhc 1220 mL volume of cells in liver 
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Table S5. Parameters for hybrid automata of gastrointestinal transit. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

τgt,dji 6 min interval of gut transit in duodenum, jejunum, and ileum 

Pcap 2270 Pa blood pressure of capillary in small intestine (17 

mmHg) 

πcop 3730 Pa colloid osmotic pressure (28 mmHg) 

Vgf,min 0.2 mL minimum volume of gut fluid 

R 8.31×10-3 Pa∙mL/(nmol∙K) gas constant 

T 310 K body temperature 

neff,min 145 nmol effective minimum moles in intestinal fluid 

Rw,small 1790 Pa∙min/mL water infiltration resistance in small intestine 

fd,gt 0.05 - fraction diffused during gut transit 

τgt,asc 360 min interval of gut transit in ascending colon 

τgt,tsc 360 min interval of gut transit in transverse colon 

τgt,dsc 360 min interval of gut transit in descending and sigmoid colon 

tlag,dsc 60 min lag time of τgt,dsc 

Iw,large 1 mL/min water infiltration rate in large intestine 

Wmeal 9.4 g/meal weight of undigestive food residue 

Wgr,epi 6.53×10-4 g weight of epithelials shed from gut wall 

τgb 0.036 min interval of gastrointestinal blood flow 

Vgb,in 39.6 mL volume flowing from artery to mesenteric artery 

Vspleenb 2.56 mL volume flowing from artery to portal vein through 

spleen 

Vgc 1460 mL volume of cells in gut 

 

 

Table S6. Gut length and blood allocation to gut regions. 

Region Length Portion 
Blood 

Volume 

Blood 

Flow Rate 

 [cm]  [mL] [mL/min] 

Stomach (20) 0.0256 1.02 28.2 

Duodenum 20 0.0256 1.02 28.2 

Jejunum and ileum 600 0.769 30.5 846 

Ascending colon 15 0.0192 0.762 21.2 

Transverse colon 50 0.0642 2.54 70.5 

Descending and sigmoid colon 60 0.0769 3.05 84.6 

Rectum 15 0.0192 0.762 21.2 

Total 780 1 39.6 1100 
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Table S7. Parameters for hybrid automata of cardiovascular system and water balance. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

τcb 0.014 min interval of heartbeat 

Qco 5600 mL/min cardiac output 

Vcb,in 78.4049 mL 
volume flowing from vein to right heart, calculated by (Qco 

+ Iw,exhale)×τcb 

Vb 5200 mL total blood volume 

Vpv,base 82.8 mL base volume of portal vein 

Vvein,base 3361 mL base volume of vein 

Iw,pv 11.5 mL/min 
water infiltration rate between portal vein (gut) and 

interstitial fluid 

Iw,if 100 mL/min water infiltration rate between interstitial fluid and vein 

Vother,in 40.3 mL/min blood volume flowing from artery to other organs 

Vother,base 17800 mL base volume of other organ 

Vubd,res 25 mL residual volume in urinary bladder after urination 

Vubd,threshold 100 mL urination threshold 

Iw,skin 0.35 mL/min rate of insensible water loss from skin 

Iw,exhale 0.21 mL/min rate of insensible water loss from lung 

Vif,base 2000 mL base volume of interstitial fluid 

ε 2.5 - 
strength coefficient for water reabsorption in collecting 

duct 

Vdrink 200 mL water volume when drinking 

Vmeal 532 mL water volume when eating meal 

MWgr,eff 2×10-4 g/nmol effective molecular weight of residue in gut 
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Table S8. Schedule of action on virtual day and in clinical study. 

Virtual Daily Life Clock Lag Time 

urination 1 06:30 1350 min 

Defecation 06:30 1350 min 

eat breakfast 07:00 1380 min 

drink water 1 10:00 120 min 

eat lunch 12:00 240 min 

urination 2 13:00 300 min 

drink water 2 15:00 420 min 

urination 3 17:00 540 min 

eat dinner 19:00 660 min 

urination 4 20:00 720 min 

drink water 3 22:00 840 min 

urination 5 23:00 900 min 

Yu et al. 2017 Clock Lag Time 

Day 1   

Dose 08:00 0 min 

eat snack (solution) 12:00 240 min 

urination 2 13:00 300 min 

eat snack (formulation) 15:00 420 min 

urination 3 17:00 540 min 

eat meal 18:00 600 min 

urination 4 20:00 720 min 

return to daily life 21:00 780 min 

drink water 3 22:00 840 min 

urination 5 23:00 900 min 

Day 2   

urination 1 06:30 1350 min 

Defecation 06:30 1350 min 

eat breakfast 07:00 1380 min 

simulation stop 08:00 1440 min 

The initial time (t = 0) of the simulation is 08:00 on day 1. 
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Table S9. Compound-dependent parameters for 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA. 

Parameter 5-ASA Ac-5-ASA Unit Description 

MW 153.14 195.17 g/mol molecular weight 

fu,b 1 0.392 - fraction of unbound drug in blood 

fu,h 1 1 - fraction of unbound drug in hepatocyte 

fu,e 1 1 - fraction of unbound drug in enterocyte 

fu,r 1 1 - fraction of unbound drug in renal tubular cell 

Kp 0.0153*) 3.41*) - tissue/blood concentration ratio 

CLh,met 219*) - mL/min metabolic clearance in hepatocyte 

CLg,met 763*) - mL/min metabolic clearance in gut 

PSh,sin,inf 1.47*) 1110*) mL/min influx clearance in hepatic sinusoidal 

membrane 

PSh,sin,eff 37.6*) 0.662*) mL/min efflux clearance in hepatic sinusoidal 

membrane 

PSh,bile,eff 0 0 mL/min biliary efflux clearance 

Pgf,inf 0.0534*) 0.0687*) cm/min influx permeability from gut lumen to 

enterocyte 

Pgf,eff 0.000167*) 0.0126*) cm/min efflux permeability from enterocyte to gut 

lumen 

Pgb,inf 0.00534*) 0.00593*) cm/min permeability between enterocyte and blood 

(assumed to be equal to PSgb,eff) 

PSrb,inf 22.5*) 536*) mL/min influx clearance of renal tubular cell from 

blood (assumed to be equal to PSrb,eff) 

ka,fece 0.00536*) min-1 rate constant of absorption to feces 

*) optimized value. 
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Table S10. Formulation-dependent parameters. 

Parameter Value Unit Description 

Pentasa & Apriso   

kdisint,max 1 min-1 maximum rate constant of capsule disintegration 

αdisint 0.1 - gain for sigmoidal curve 

t50,disint 9.91*) min time when 50% of disintegration rate constant reached 

Pentasa    

kdissol,a,pentasa 0.000154*) min-1 dissolution rate constant of in stomach 

kdissol,n,pentasa 0.000827*) min-1 dissolution rate constant of in intestine 

Apriso    

kdissol,max 0.00137*) min-1 maximum rate constant of dissolution 

αdissol 0.1 - gain for sigmoidal curve 

t50,dissol 134*) min time when 50% of dissolution rate constant reached 

Lialda    

krelease,max 0.00106*) min-1 maximum rate constant of drug release 

αrelease,on 0.00430*) - gain for sigmoidal curve 

t50,release,on 758*) min 
time when 50% of positive component of release rate 

constant reached 

αrelease,off 0.1 - gain for sigmoidal curve 

t50,release,off 1140*) min 
time when 50% of negative component of release rate 

constant reached 

t0,release 12 min starting time of drug release 

*) optimized value. 
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Table S11. Ratio of regional maximum concentration within one-dimensional tube in Movie 1. 

Region Compartment 

Low Clearance 
(𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"# = 𝑄5 10⁄ ) 

 
High Clearance 

(𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"# = 𝑄5 × 10) 

Conv Conv&Dif Tank  Conv Conv&Dif Tank 

 (N = 5)        

1 1 1 1.00 1.00  1 1.00 1.00 

2 2 1 0.800 0.363  1 0.800 0.833 

3 3 1 0.660 0.267  1 0.704 1.44 

4 4 1 0.560 0.221  1 1.13 2.79 

5 5 1 0.487 0.193  1 1.37 5.72 

 (N = 10)        

1 1, 2 1 1.00 1.00  1 1.00 1.00 

2 3, 4 1 0.660 0.264  1 0.660 0.454 

3 5, 6 1 0.487 0.191  1 0.517 0.577 

4 7, 8 1 0.391 0.157  1 0.595 0.835 

5 9, 10 1 0.332 0.136  1 0.605 1.28 

 (N = 20)        

1 1–4 1 1.00 1.00  1 1.00 1.00 

2 5–8 1 0.487 0.186  1 0.487 0.253 

3 9–12 1 0.332 0.133  1 0.371 0.252 

4 13–16 1 0.265 0.109  1 0.348 0.287 

5 17–20 1 0.228 0.095  1 0.319 0.346 

Each value is a ratio of the maximum concentration in the region to that of convection model in the corresponding 

region. 

Conv, Convection; Conv&Dif, Convection & Diffusion; Tank, Tank-in-series. 
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Table S12. Ratio of regional cleared amount within one-dimensional tube in Movie 1. 

Region Compartment 

Low Clearance 
(𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"# = 𝑄5 10⁄ ) 

 
High Clearance 

(𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"# = 𝑄5 × 10) 

Conv Conv&Dif Tank  Conv Conv&Dif Tank 

 (N = 5)        

1 1 1 1.11 0.990  1 1.01 0.777 

2 2 1 0.983 0.991  1 0.823 1.82 

3 3 1 0.998 0.991  1 1.39 4.28 

4 4 1 0.996 0.991  1 1.72 10.0 

5 5 1 0.996 0.990  1 2.39 23.6 

 (N = 10)        

1 1, 2 1 1.05 0.995  1 0.991 0.874 

2 3, 4 1 0.999 0.995  1 1.02 1.54 

3 5, 6 1 0.998 0.996  1 1.20 2.71 

4 7, 8 1 0.998 0.996  1 1.41 4.77 

5 9, 10 1 0.998 0.996  1 1.66 8.39 

 (N = 20)        

1 1–4 1 1.02 0.998  1 0.994 0.935 

2 5–8 1 0.999 0.998  1 1.02 1.30 

3 9–12 1 0.999 0.998  1 1.11 1.81 

4 13–16 1 0.999 0.998  1 1.21 2.52 

5 17–20 1 0.999 0.998  1 1.32 3.50 

Each value is a ratio of the cleared amount in the region to that of convection model in the corresponding region. 

Conv, Convection; Conv&Dif, Convection & Diffusion; Tank, Tank-in-series. 
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Table S13. Parameters of systemic 5-ASA and Ac-5-ASA. 

   Cmax (μmol/L) a)  tmax (h)  AUC0–n (μmol/L･h) a,b) 

   predict Yu, 2017  predict Yu, 2017  predict Yu, 2017 

Solution                
 5-ASA  4.53 5.68 ± 2.70  0.5 0.5 ± 0.1  4.00 4.44 ± 2.08 
 Ac-5-ASA  4.52 4.83 ± 2.19  0.8 0.9 ± 0.4  27.9 11.5 ± 4.33 

Pentasa                
 5-ASA  2.39 4.50 ± 4.72  4.8 5.1 ± 2.8  18.0 22.9 ± 16.6 
 Ac-5-ASA  5.10 6.52 ± 3.54  6.1 6.1 ± 2.4  92.5 91.0 ± 33.6 

Apriso                
 5-ASA  4.57 5.51 ± 2.70  4.7 5.1 ± 1.5  26.0 32.4 ± 13.5 
 Ac-5-ASA  8.16 9.44 ± 5.40  6.2 5.9 ± 1.6  123 106 ± 51.8 

Lialda                
 5-ASA  2.49 1.97 ± 1.29  18.1 14.1 ± 12.3  25.3 23.8 ± 12.6 
 Ac-5-ASA  5.57 3.26 ± 1.46  18.7 16.2 ± 12.3  122 70.2 ± 42.4 

a) The Cmax and AUC0–n reported by Yu et al., 2017 were converted from plasma-based to blood-based values using 

Rb = 0.562. The data from Yu et al., 2017 are shown as mean ± S.D. 
b) The predicted AUC0–n was calculated based on the data from 0–72 h for the solution, Pentasa, and Apriso, or 

from 0–96 h for Lialda. 
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Supplemental Movies 

Movie 1. Simulation of concentrations of a virtual drug in the one-dimensional tube flow models after instantaneous 

injection. Each flow model is defined by convection (red), convection and diffusion (blue) using hybrid automata, 
or tank-in-series model (green). For both low (𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"# = 𝑄5 10⁄ ) and high clearance (𝑓-,.𝐶𝐿!"# = 𝑄5 × 10), the 

upper, middle and lower panels indicate a transient state of drug concentration in the tube of N = 5, 10, and 20, 

respectively. 

 

Movie 2. Transit of fluid and residue through the gut on a virtual day. The change in the fluid volume and weight 

of residue in the gut on a virtual day was animated. gf; fluid in gut, gr; residue in gut, def; defecated. 

 

Movie 3. Transit of 5-ASA through the gut after administration. The change in the 5-ASA amount of Xgf (blue), Xgp 

(red), Xgs (green), and Xgx (black) in each compartment after administration was animated. gf; fluid in gut, gp; 

particles in gut, gs; solid bolus in gut, gx; drug buried in feces in gut, def; defecated. 

 

Movie 4. Heatmap animation of 5-ASA amount in the gut during absorption and transit. The amounts of 5-ASA in 

the gut after administration of a dose of 100 mg of 5-ASA solution, 1000 mg of Pentasa, 1125 mg of Apriso, or 1200 

mg of Lialda (Yu et al. 2017) were simulated using the optimized parameters. The sum of 5-ASA amount Xgf, Xgp, 

Xgs, and Xgx for each region was plotted to heatmap and animated. The position of each region in the gut was defined 

as shown in Figure S14. 

 

Movie 5. Simulation of a virtual drug disposition affected by enterohepatic circulation. The blood concentration 

(upper left panel) and gallbladder amount (middle left panel) of the parent compound (black) and the glucuronide 

(red) are plotted as time passes. The right panels show the amounts of the parent compound (black) and glucuronide 

(red) through the gut, or the fluid volume (blue) and weight of food residue through the gut. The lower left panel 

indicates the heatmap of the sum of the amount of parent compound and glucuronide plotted in each region as shown 

in Figure S14. 
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